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Abstract 
Many organizations have transitioned from single-systems development to product-line development 
with the goal of increasing productivity and facilitating mass customization. Variability modelling is a 
key activity in software product-line development that deals with the explicit representation of variability 
using dedicated models. Variability models specify points of variability and their variants in a product 
line. Although many variability-modelling notations and tools have been designed by researchers and 
practitioners, very little is known about their usage, actual benefits or challenges. Existing studies mostly 
describe product-line practices in general, with little focus on variability modelling. We address this gap 
through a qualitative study on variability-modelling practices in medium- and large-scale companies 
using two empirical methods: surveys and interviews. We investigated companies’ variability-modelling 
practices and experiences with the aim to gather information on 1) the methods and strategies used to 
create and manage variability models, 2) the tools and notations used for variability modelling, 3) the 
perceived values and challenges of variability modelling, and 4) the core characteristics of their 
variability models. Our results show that variability models are often created by re-engineering existing 
products into a product line. All of the interviewees and the majority of survey participants indicated that 
they represent variability using separate variability models rather than annotative approaches. We found 
that developers use variability models for many purposes, such as the visualization of variabilities, 
configuration of products, and scoping of products. Although we observed that high degree of 
heterogeneity exists in the variability-modelling notations and tools used by organizations, feature-based 
notations and tools are the most common. We saw huge differences in the sizes of variability models and 
their contents, which indicate that variability models can have different use cases depending on the 
organization. Most of our study participants reported complexity challenges that were related mainly to 
the visualization and evolution of variability models, and dependency management. In addition, reports 
from interviews suggest that product-line adoption and variability modelling have forced developers to 
think in terms of a product-line scenario rather than a product-based scenario.  
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 Chapter 1 
        Introduction 
 
Modern software systems possess an increasing amount of variability. Variability allows a software 
system to be useful in a variety of contexts, increasing reusability. Consider the range of product 
variations offered by a typical car manufacturer: a series of brands (e.g., Chevrolet, Cadillac, GMC), 
where each brand is further classified into different vehicle types according to usage, such as passenger 
vehicles, commercial vehicles, and special vehicles (e.g., ambulances, police cars). Each vehicle type can 
be further decomposed into vehicle models (e.g., Sedan, Coupe), with varying styles of their own (e.g., 
Coupe 2-seater, Coupe 4-seater). Each of these vehicle models has its own configuration of mandatory 
and optional features, while sharing a few common features with other models of the same vehicle type. 
To increase product quality and reduce cost and time-to-market, it is in the best interest of the automotive 
manufacturer to reuse existing product artifacts to build vehicle variants in a systematic way, using 
software product-line development. 
A software product line (SPL) consists of a collection of software assets (features) that are used in the 
construction of a family of related software systems. An SPL is structured such that each product can be 
systematically developed from the SPL’s set of assets [1] according to the needs of a specific market 
segment. The core assets in an SPL have specific locations where variability can be introduced. To 
derive a customized product, these locations of variability are bound to a chosen variation option, 
thereby selecting the SPL assets to be incorporated into the product. A new product is added to the 
product line by reusing existing core assets and, in some cases, by incorporating new modules or 
components that satisfy the specific functionalities of the new product. According to Stahl, Voelter, and 
Czarnecki [2], the efficiency of an SPL approach is based on the degree to which variability is managed, 
from the initial stages of SPL development to the final stages of product derivation. 
An important activity in product-line development is variability modelling. Variability modelling has 
received tremendous attention in the past few decades and is the basis for both research-based [1, 3, 4] 
and industrial product-line methodologies [5, 6]. Variability modelling deals with the explicit 
representation of variability using dedicated models that specify common and variable features that make 
up products in a software product line. Modelling variability is beneficial for many product-line 
activities, including product configuration, domain modelling, planning, and marketing. With the growth 
of modern complex software systems, the challenges for modelling and managing variability have 
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increased; some of these challenges include representing large numbers of variable requirements for 
different products and releases, modelling and managing variations and their dependencies among 
different SPL artifacts and assets, and configuring and optimizing software products. In addition, we 
must acknowledge the different types of variabilities that exist in modern software systems, including 
functional variability (variations in functional behaviours), non functional variability (variations in non-
functional system properties), fault-based variability (variations with respect to different faults), and so 
on. Managing these diverse variabilities is extremely complex and requires sophisticated modelling 
techniques. Furthermore, as new variabilities are added or existing variabilities are updated, we need to 
propagate the changes to existing artifacts and keep them consistent.  
Over the past few decades, many organizations have transitioned from single-systems development to 
software product lines, in order to increase software customization, shorten the time-to-market, and 
improve the quality of products. However, there are many challenges that organizations face with respect 
to adopting a product-line approach and in modelling and managing the variations in their product lines, 
such as the need for systematic methods to identify and exploit variabilties, appropriate visualization and 
modelling methods that scale to tens of thousands of variations, efficient methods to detect and resolve 
dependency interactions among variations at different abstraction levels, and techniques to trace 
variability information among development artifacts [7]. 
1.1 Problem Statement and Contributions 
Although many variability-modelling notations and tools have been designed by researchers and 
practitioners, very little is known about their usage, actual benefits and challenges. In the past few 
decades, experimental and exploratory research (e.g., experience reports, case studies) has been 
conducted to study the industrial applications of product lines. However, the majority of these reports 
describe product-line practices in general, with little focus on variability modelling. There are a few 
empirical reports that try to address variability modelling in industrial contexts; however, most of them 
do not discuss specific details of variability models (such as their sizes or types of dependencies), or are 
not based on hard empirical data. This is a serious concern, especially given the crucial role that 
variability modelling plays in software product-line engineering (SPLE). Recent literature studies [8, 9, 
10, 11] emphasize the large number of variability-management and modelling approaches proposed, but 
their applicability in practice and thorough evaluation is a major gap in SPLE research. This lack of 
knowledge about contemporary practices threatens the development and improvement of variability-
modelling approaches. Furthermore, a detailed understanding of the practical applications of variability 
models is important to improve the existing notations and tools.  
This thesis aims to address the research gap described above through an empirical study on the industrial 
usage of variability modelling, and its benefits and challenges. Our qualitative study uses two empirical 
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methods: (1) a questionnaire-based survey and (2) semi-structured interviews. We report the variability-
modelling practices in a set of medium- and large-scale companies that apply SPLE and variability 
modelling, from the perspective of the study participants who are employees of the companies. The 
questionnaire-based survey helps to obtain a preliminary record of industrial practices and to identify 
participants for interviews. On the other hand, interviews provide a clear and detailed qualitative record 
of actual practices and of proprietary variability models.  
Our work is exploratory, guided by the following research questions: 
RQ1: What are the different methodologies and tools applied to model variability?  
We gathered information about companies’ conventions in modelling variability, such as their strategies 
to (1) identify units of variations, (2) build variability models, (3) modularize variability models, (4) map 
variability models to other software-development artifacts, and (5) evolve models. In addition, we asked 
about the different variability-modelling notations and tools used by the organizations. 
RQ2: What are the perceived values and challenges of variability modelling? 
We asked about the benefits of variability modelling (beyond its use to configure products). We also 
elicited the challenges that practitioners face when applying common or in-house variability-modelling 
techniques, and asked about recommendations that the participants might have to improve their existing 
variability-modelling processes or product-line environment. 
RQ3: What are the contents, structures, and sizes of variability models?  
We gathered information on the units of variations, the sizes of variability models, and the contents of 
models, and compared these characteristics with those of published academic variability models. 
1.2 Thesis Organization 
We proceed as follows. In chapter 2, we provide an adequate background for understanding this thesis, 
including definitions and a brief overview of SPLE processes and variability-modelling methods and 
tools. We also present related empirical studies of variability modelling. Chapter 3 describes the survey 
design and presents the survey results and our findings. In Chapter 4, we describe the interview design, 
participant selection criteria, and the results from seven interviews. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this 
thesis and proposes possible future work.  
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Chapter 2 
        Background and Related Work 
 
This chapter presents (a) the necessary background for understanding this thesis, including an overview 
of SPLE processes and variability-modelling methods and tools; and (b) an overview of existing 
approaches and empirical work on variability modelling. 
2.1 SPL Terminology 
The research literature provides a rich set of terms used in SPL development, but there are 
inconsistencies in the usage of these terms [12]. Hence, in this sub-section, we provide a set of SPL-
related terms and definitions that are borrowed from the SPL literature and that we will use throughout 
the rest of this document. 
Software Product Lines and Software Product-Line Engineering: 
“A software product line is a set of software-intensive systems that share a common feature set and a 
platform satisfying a particular market segment’s specific needs or mission, and that are developed from 
a common set of core assets in a prescribed way” [13]. A common platform refers to a basic set of 
technologies on which multiple systems are built. The main reasons for adopting a software product-line 
approach in an organization are to reduce development costs, reduce time-to-market, improve quality, 
and decrease maintenance effort [14]. “Software Product-Line Engineering (SPLE) is a paradigm to 
develop software applications (software-intensive systems and software products) using platforms and 
mass customization” [14]. Mass customization refers to the large-scale production and specialization of 
software products according to the needs of different classes of customers. SPLE aims at systematic 
reuse of software. 
 
Variability, Variant, and Variation Points: 
“Variability or variation is an assumption about how each product in a product line differs from each 
other” [15]; that is, variability supports the ability of a system to be customized or changed according to 
the varying expectations of different classes of customers. Variability exists at different levels of 
abstraction in SPL development, including requirements variability (mainly feature based), architecture 
variability (mainly component based), and implementation variability (mainly code based). Variability is 
realized using two concepts: variant and variation points. A variation point is defined as a specific 
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location in an SPL artifact where variability occurs, and a variant is a single choice for a variation point. 
Even though variants and variation points are associated with SPL artifacts, they are considered to be 
self-contained entities, separate from the SPL artifacts [14]. 
 
Software Product-Line Asset and Artifact: 
“A software product-line asset (also known as core asset) is an artifact or a set of artifacts that can be 
reused for developing multiple software products” [13]. An artifact is any piece of hardware, software, or 
documentation that helps with the development of a software system. According to Klaus Pohl [14], 
there are two kinds of artifacts in product-line development: domain artifacts and application artifacts. 
Domain artifacts are reusable artifacts created during product-line development, and application artifacts 
are artifacts developed for specific applications within the product line. 
 
Product Configuration (or Product Profile): 
“A product configuration is a specific set of variants selected for a particular software product, in order 
to customize it for a particular customer or a market segment” [16]. Product configuration binds 
variations to customer-specific choices; the result is an instance of the product line, otherwise called a 
product instance or a configured product. 
 
Binding Time: 
“Binding time refers to the latest possible time in SPL development when a variation point should be 
bound by a variant” [17]. The possible values for binding times are design time, code-generation time, 
pre-compile time, link time, post-build time, and runtime. 
 
2.2 Software Product Line Development Processes and Adoption Strategies 
Most established SPL methodologies consist of two main processes: domain engineering and application 
engineering [2, 18, 19]. While domain-engineering processes define the methods for achieving 
variability and for developing reusable artifacts, application-engineering processes realize and bind the 
selected variabilities to derive products according to the specific needs of customers.  
 
Domain engineering is the process of describing, modelling, and analyzing variabilities and 
commonalities in a software product-line system. It defines the scope of the family of products to be 
supported by a product line. The output is a reusable platform (or framework) which comprises all of the 
different SPL artifacts in a product family, and it guarantees that the defined variations in the SPL 
artifacts are capable of deriving all of the products in the product family [14, 21]. 
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Application engineering deals with actual product development. It involves deriving SPL applications 
using the platform and reusable artifacts created during domain engineering [14]. In application 
engineering, a product configuration is derived by carefully selecting and realizing the variations in 
domain-engineering artifacts the use of specific variability-realization mechanisms [77, 78].  
 
2.2.3 SPL Adoption Strategies 
There are three SPL adoption strategies defined in the SPL literature by Kruger [21]. All of these 
strategies have a direct influence on variability modelling.  
Proactive: “Product line was developed before any product was derived”. Thus, a variability model is 
built upfront based on a scoping process. 
Reactive: “A single product is evolved into a product line”. An initial variability model covering one 
product is created by identifying features of the product. This model is then updated by gradually adding 
more features, which likely requires subsequent refactorings. 
Extractive: “Existing similar products are re-engineered into a product line”. This strategy requires 
analysis of the commonalities and variabilities among the products, and identifying features by 
abstracting the differences. 
 
The product-line community maintains a Hall of Fame1 of documented successful SPLE adoptions. To 
become a member of the Hall of Fame, a product line must be developed according to one of the above-
mentioned reference processes. Ideally, it is proactively conceived as a product line from the very 
beginning. However, the proactive approach imposes greater risks, due to a high initial investment, than 
the reactive or extractive approaches [21]. 
2.3 Variability Modelling Notations and Tools 
Variability modelling is the key activity to manage variability in product lines. Variability can be 
represented as annotations to existing artifacts or as separate models. While the former is often applied 
using annotation facilities of component frameworks, such as Spring [22], the latter represents the most 
common approach to variability modelling, with many languages and notations available. Among the 
most popular notations are feature models [23, 24], which describe the common and variable 
characteristics of the product line in terms of a hierarchy of features. In fact, a recent literature review 
determined that 33 of 91 approaches to variability management are based on feature models [25]. Other 
popular techniques include decision modelling [26, 27], goal modelling [28, 29], UML-based approaches 
[30, 31], DSLs [32], ADL-based approaches [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65], and languages that model variation 
points [33, 34, 7]. The majority of participants in our qualitative studies (survey, interviews) use feature 
modelling, and hence we only describe feature-modelling notations and feature-based tools. 
                                                           
1
 http://www.splc.net/fame.html 
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2.3.1 Feature-based Variability Modelling 
A feature model depicts a set of configuration choices, in terms of feature-selection decisions, that have 
to be made when configuring products. A feature is any observable characteristic of a system that is 
useful to its stakeholders [23]. One of the advantages of using feature-based concepts is that features are 
understandable by stakeholders from diverse backgrounds [35].  
 
Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) [23] was one of the first approaches to systematically 
manage variability using feature concepts. The main intention of FODA is to capture commonalities and 
variabilities of a product-line system during early development stages. A feature diagram (FD) is a tree-
based notation that models features in a hierarchy. The root of the hierarchy represents a main concept in 
the system under development (SUD), and is decomposed into more fine-grained features (sub-features). 
Each feature in a FD is associated with a set of requirements. A FD relates features to each other through 
dependencies and constraints.  Depending on the type of feature decomposition, a feature can be 
mandatory, optional, or an alternative to another feature or group of features. The optional features and 
the feature groups specify variability within a feature model. In addition to feature dependencies, cross-
tree constraints apply to features that are not related by decomposition (e.g., requires, excludes). For 
instance, if a feature X is selected, and if there exists a relation ‘X requires Y’, then feature Y must be 
selected as well.  
 
Figure 1 shows a small sample feature model for a mobile phone, adapted from [26, 85]. The root Mobile 
Phone is decomposed into four sub-features: CallProcesing, Multimedia, Resolution, and EarPhone. 
CallProcesing and Resolution are mandatory (solid dot), while the other two are optional (hollow dot). 
The children of Multimedia and Resolution each participate in feature groups: OR groups (filled arc) 
require that at least one member feature be selected, whereas XOR groups (hollow arc) require that 
exactly one feature member be selected. Additional cross-tree constraints further restrict possible 
combinations of mobile-phone features: MP3 support requires an EarPhone, and a low Resolution of 
240x400 excludes a Camera. Each feature can be a Boolean, string, or an integer type. For example, 
EarPhone is a Boolean feature indicating the presence or absence of an ear phone in a mobile phone; 
NumCalls is of type integer which represents the number of calls; and Custom is of type string allowing 
customized values for the Resolution of the mobile phone. 
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Figure 1: Feature model for a mobile phone system, adapted from [26, 85] 
 
Many researchers propose extensions to FODA to improve expressiveness. FeatuRSEB [36] supports 
use-case-based feature modelling by combining FODA and reuse-driven software-engineering business 
(RSEB) methods. FeatuRSEB represents variability by extending the structure of use-case and object 
diagrams with variants and variation points. Jan Bosch and Jilles van Gurp extended FeatuRSEB by 
associating binding times to features, using additional feature constructs in the feature diagram. FORM 
[37] and FOPLE [38] extend FODA to include software-design aspects. These approaches use four 
layers to model different views on software development according to the level of abstraction: a 
capability layer, a domain-technology layer, an operating-environment layer, and an implementation 
layer. However, this decomposition compromises the simplicity and comprehensibility of FODA models, 
and further increases the complexity of feature modelling. Moreover, neither of these two approaches 
model feature dependencies that exist among each layer. Inspired by FORM, Brown et al. [39] present a 
bi-directional feature modelling strategy to capture commonalities and variabilities in product-line 
systems, by associating software features to hardware features. This approach uses feature relations, such 
as provided-by and consists-of, which are borrowed from existing feature-modelling approaches [37, 40].  
Riebisch et al. [41, 42] analyzed existing feature-based notations and found that “the combinations of 
mandatory and optional features with alternatives, OR, and XOR relations could lead to ambiguities”. To 
reduce ambiguity, Riebisch et al. proposed a new feature-based notation that focuses on expressing 
multiplicities among groups of features in a feature diagram. Ye et al. [43] proposed two views: (1) a 
feature-tree view to represent hierarchical dependencies among features, and (2) a dependency view to 
represent non-hierarchical (constraint) relations among features. The feature dependency and constraint 
relations used in this approach are similar to FODA feature relations. The authors proved that their 
approach is adequate to model evolving product lines.  
 
Inspired by the above approaches, Czarnecki et al. [44] introduced the notion of cardinality-based feature 
modelling (CBFM) in which a variation point can be annotated with cardinality constraints on feature 
selection. For a feature with a set of sub-features, cardinality is usually indicated by a <m,n> interval 
where m represents the minimum number of sub-features to be selected and n represents the maximum 
number of sub-features to be selected for a feature configuration. In addition, Czarnecki [45] proposes a 
template-based approach to map feature models to requirements models, such as activity and class 
Multimedia 
Mobile Phone 
EarPhone 
Resolution 
MP Camera 
240x400 600x800 Custom 
CallProcessing 
NumCalls CallWaiting 
requires 
exclude
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diagrams. The approach represents a product-line family by a feature model and a model template. A 
model template is a union of model elements present in all valid instances of a given requirement model, 
such as an activity diagram. A presence condition can be attached to a model element, which indicates 
whether the model element is present or not in a particular instance of the requirement model. These 
presence conditions are usually Boolean conditions, which are defined in terms of the features or feature 
attributes in the feature model. The approach performs automatic instantiation of the model template 
with respect to a given feature configuration; the result is a model template instance augmented with 
presence conditions. Rieser and Weber [46] introduce multi-level feature trees for large-scale industrial 
product lines to manage different feature trees that correspond to a hierarchy of product lines supported 
by an organization. This work is inspired by Czarnecki [45]; it uses a single reference feature model 
which acts as a template, from which various feature trees are derived for different product lines. 
 
Lee and Kang [47] propose a feature-oriented approach for managing variation points for dynamically 
reconfigurable core assets. This approach concentrates on determining variant reconfiguration contexts 
and strategies. It refines feature models by analyzing feature bindings and grouping features into binding 
units based on their binding times. This feature-binding analysis can identify binding dependencies 
among variation points at run time.  
 
The Common Variability Language (CVL) [48, 49] is an emerging standard for modelling and managing 
variability in SPLs. Variability modelling in CVL is based on feature-based concepts. CVL incorporates 
variability into existing product-line-model artifacts without modifying them. The CVL architecture 
consists of three layers. The first layer consists of models that conform to the meta-object facility (MOF). 
The second layer consists of two parts: (1) variability realization, which introduces variability through 
variation points in the base model, and (2) variability abstraction, which specifies variabilities in terms 
of variability specifications called VSpecs. A VSpec is similar to a feature-model: variability is expressed 
using binary-decision choices, value assignments on attributes, and substitution of model fragments. The 
final layer is the variability encapsulation layer, which modularizes variability. The CVL approach can 
be applied to all MOF-based models independent of the level of abstraction.  
 
2.3.2 Variability Modelling Tools 
GEARS [50] from BigLever and pure::variants [51] from Pure Systems are two commercial tools that 
are commonly used to model variability in industrial SPLs. Both tools support a textual and graphical 
representation for feature diagrams, and they model dependencies and constraints among features. Unlike 
GEARS, pure::variants provides additional support for expressing complex constraint relations, in 
Prolog. A family model is defined in pure::variants for mapping artifacts (especially components) to 
features, whereas the concept of a variation point is used for mapping in GEARS.  
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There also exist a number of freely available tools for feature-based variability modelling and 
configuration, such as FeatureIDE [52], AHEAD [53], and FMP [54]. CONSUL [55] is a freely available 
tool chain developed for SPLs; CONSUL@GUI uses an improved version of FODA feature diagrams to 
represent variability in the problem space and to visualize feature configurations. Software Product Lines 
Online Tools (SPLOT) [56] is a similar tool chain that includes web-based interactive tools to represent, 
analyze, and configure feature models. SPLOT maintains a repository of automatically generated feature 
models with the aim to support qualitative studies involving analysis and reasoning on feature models. 
Some companies use specific home-grown tools for modelling and configuring variability; in a few 
cases, a modelling language with variability extensions is used (e.g., variability stereotypes or constructs 
in UML and Simulink). A significant percentage of our survey participants use home-grown tools, 
domain-specific tools and open-source tools to model variability in their product-line projects. 
 
2.4 Product-Configuration Approaches 
As mentioned earlier, product configuration is performed during application engineering, and the output 
is a product that satisfies the requirements of a specific customer or a market segment [73]. The product-
configuration activity involves the process of (a) selecting features or decisions based on the interests of 
a customer; and (b) deriving an executable product based on the decision-choices, using product-
generation tools or configurators. In order to achieve better results during product configuration, 
constraints are introduced to protect against invalid choices and derive optimal configurations that satisfy 
user’s functional and non-functional needs.  
 
There exist configuration languages and tools (e.g., XVCL [74]) to model and guide the derivation of 
product configurations. In addition, various variability-realization mechanisms (e.g., template 
instantiation [77], parameterization [77, 78], configuration files [77, 75, 78], conditional compilation [77, 
78], and design patterns [76]) are described in the SPL literature to configure and realize variability in 
product-line artifacts and to derive products. Highly-referenced approaches to product configuration 
include the use of configuration models and languages [74, 90, 91], and the use of product configurators 
[65, 82, 84] to automatically derive product configurations.  
 
2.5 Empirical Work on Variability Modelling and Software Product Lines 
Multiple surveys, case studies, and literature reviews have been conducted to understand the efforts of 
product-line development in industry. The majorities of these works cover product-line processes in 
general and do not focus on the practices related to tools, notations, and methods used for modelling 
variability. In contrast, this thesis reports on current industrial practices specific to variability modelling 
and on the type of product-line adoption strategy used by organizations. 
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Mohagheghi and Conradi [92] present a review of systematic software reuse in industrial settings, based 
on experience reports and quantitative data from a selected set of journal and conference papers 
published between 1994 and 2005. This report provides empirical evidence on how efficient reuse can 
positively influence software quality and productivity. Along similar lines, Verlage and Kiesgen [93], 
Thorn [94], Thorn and Gustafsson [95], and John et al. [96] report the advantages of using a product-line 
approach in an organization; they compare various product-line practices, applied to a few selected 
small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). These works are similar to ours with respect to identifying 
various variability-modelling approaches ranging from ad-hoc to sophisticated approaches. However, 
their focus is mainly towards establishing a correlation between successful organizational practices and 
the size of organization. Bergey et al. [97], van der Linden et al. [98], and Birk [3] describe industrial 
product-line practices in large-scale organizations by citing detailed examples of existing case studies 
from the literature; however, these reports focus mainly on practices concerning organizational design, 
team collaboration, and project management, with very little detail on variability modelling. The 
Software Engineering Institute has published a catalog of case studies [99] that discuss successful 
product-line adoption in both small- and large-scale organizations. None the above-mentioned works 
cover the structure and content of variability models, such as types of features and their relations, as well 
as the practices, methods, process and tools used for variability modelling. Our work complements these 
existing works to include variability-modelling practices that span international medium- and large-scale 
organizations. 
 
Similar to the above-mentioned reports, case studies, and literature reviews, there exist many experience 
reports in the product-line community's Hall of Fame1 that discuss successful industrial adoptions of 
product lines. Although all these reports provide detailed accounts of organizational, economic, and 
process-based viewpoints of specific product-line projects, very few of the reports describe practices that 
concern variability modelling and with only a limited amount of detail. On the other hand, reports by 
Grunbacher et al. [100], Riebisch et al. [42], Reiser et al. [101], and Gillan et al. [102] present relatively 
detailed insight into variability-modelling practices within specific product-line organizations. 
Grunbacher et al. report on industrial experiences in building and managing variability models using two 
customized Eclipse-based case tool suites (DOPLER and an industry-specific maintenance tool) that 
satisfy different organizational needs. The authors conclude that it is better for companies to use different 
tools optimized for specific purposes rather than relying on a one-size-fits-all solution. They recommend 
developing software tools themselves as product lines. While the focus of their work is mainly confined 
to how tools can be efficiently adapted and customized to support variability in industrial product lines, 
our work provides a broader perspective on industrial variability-modelling practices. Riebisch et al.’s 
investigate the industrial applicability of feature-based variability-modelling methods and tools in 
industrial object-oriented product lines using discussions and contributions from the ECOOP’03 
workshop. The workshop discussion presented two categories of open questions: (a) definition and usage 
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of feature models, and (b) management of feature models. Several variability-modelling issues are 
identified as part of the discussion, including the need for adequate methods to manage complexity. 
Their report includes most of the variability-modelling aspects covered in our study. In contrast to our 
study, the specific details on industrial variability models (e.g. size, structure) are very limited or are 
unavailable, since their findings are mainly based on a general discussion. Rieser et al. propose a feature-
modelling framework that addresses the challenge of managing heterogeneous development methods 
used in large-scale industrial system families (a product line consisting of multiple smaller product 
lines). The framework consolidates several feature-modelling concepts into a unified feature-modelling 
framework, with the aim to reduce heterogeneity in large-scale product lines. Using the framework, the 
authors found several requirements that are essential for feature modelling in large-scale industrial 
system families, including the need to have flexible feature models that can be customized according to 
organizational needs. Unlike our study, their work does not present specific industrial experiences or 
practices regarding industrial variability models, and only focuses on the automotive domain. Similar to 
Rieser’s work, Gillan et al. focuses on challenges in adopting feature modelling, but in the 
telecommunications domain. Some of the challenges include managing large numbers of variation points 
and the need to express behaviour variations. As a solution, the authors propose an experimental feature-
modelling notation and describe how their notation addresses the identified challenges. Similar to 
Rieser’s work, details on industrial variability models are unavailable and their work is limited to one 
domain, contrary to our study which spans different domains and involves varying organization sizes. 
Although all of the above-mentioned reports focus on industrial variability modelling, none of them 
disclose specific practices or details about industrial variability models and artifacts, such as the sizes of 
models, the number of dependencies, the types of artifacts involved, and so on.  
There are many empirical reports that are published mainly by researchers on product-line and 
variability- modelling practices, especially in the automotive and telecommunications domains [103, 
104, 105, 106, 107, 89, 88]. However, it is not confirmed whether the methods and practices described in 
these research reports are the industrial participants’ actual SPL practices or are exploratory pilot projects 
or case studies. The empirical work by Chen et al. [10] uses a focus group of eleven industrial 
practitioners to identify common product-line challenges. Some of the challenges that we identified in 
our industrial survey confirm their challenges reported in their study. For instance, their study reports the 
need for a systematic means to identify and express commonalities and variabilities using modelling 
notations with better visualization capabilities; this challenge was also reported by 59% of our survey 
participants. In addition, their study reports challenges in evolving feature models, especially in 
managing dependencies during feature additions, removals or refactorings; this challenge was raised by 
56% of our survey participants and by two of our interviewees. A literature review by Hubaux et al. [8] 
and the work by Chen et al. [9, 11] provide detailed insights into the practical use of variability 
modelling in industry, and emphasize the need for adequate empirical SPL research on commercial 
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variability-modelling practices; both of these works motivated us and help to establish the relevance of 
our qualitative study. 
 
Hubaux et al. [87] conducted a questionnaire-based survey on configuration challenges in open-source 
systems, such as Linux and eCos systems. Their work emphasizes the need to provide proper assistance 
to developers in making good configuration choices. Members from our research group [86] extended 
Hubaux’s work and present empirical evidence showing the practical uses of feature-based variability 
modelling, the size and structure of variability models (e.g., depth), and the types of variabilties modelled 
for large-scale open-source systems. One of their conclusions relates the industrial application of 
variability modelling to the growth of commercial tools, such as pure::variants. Our study can be 
considered complementary to their work, in that we cover practices in different domains and 
organizations, and additionally report on process-based practices and product-line adoption strategies.  
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Chapter 3 
Qualitative Study: Part 1- Survey and Results 
 
This chapter presents our survey of variability-modelling practices in industrial software product lines, 
which constitutes the first part of our qualitative study on variability-modelling. We first describe the 
design of the survey questionnaire and the survey-distribution criteria, followed by the survey results and 
additional comments from participants. We present the questions and their multiple-option answers, 
exactly as they appear in the questionnaire; the options for answers were designed based on findings 
from existing SPL literature reports and publications. Please note that this chapter is an extended version 
of our workshop paper [20] published earlier.  
 
3.1 Survey Design and Questionnaire Distribution 
We designed a simple and short questionnaire to be completed by practitioners who apply variability 
modelling in their product-line projects or who have played a major role in publishing industrial reports 
on SPLE. Our design of the questionnaire focuses on three topics: (a) variability-modelling notations and 
tools, (b) the sizes and dimensions of industrial variability models, and (3) the perceived benefits and 
challenges of product-line adoption and variability modelling.  
The questionnaire consists of 15 questions. The first few questions focus on the respondent’s opinions 
towards variability modelling and its usefulness in a product-line environment. The next set of questions 
focuses on the respondents’ industrial experiences, including the notations, tools, and techniques used for 
variability modelling and realization; details about real-world variability models (such as variability units 
and scales of variability models) and complexity issues or challenges experienced during variability 
modelling and the respective mitigation strategies used, if any. The final few questions ask about the 
context of the respondent’s working environment and background, including personal information, 
experiences with application domains, experience with variability modelling, and the product-line 
adoption strategy used in their product-line projects. This last set of questions was designed to help us (1) 
analyze and verify the survey results, (2) classify the domains on which respondents work, and (3) 
contact the respondent for clarifications or a follow-up interview. Most questions have preset multiple-
option answers, plus an open-text region for providing additional information, if desired.  
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We used the online tool SurveyGizmo2 tool to execute the questionnaire. We distributed the 
questionnaire to our fellow colleagues and researchers who have industrial SPLE experience, our 
industrial research partners, partners from the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software 
Engineering (IESE), and employees from organizations listed in the software-product-line Hall of Fame1. 
In addition, we distributed the questionnaire at the 2012 International Workshop on Variability 
Modelling of Software-intensive Systems (VaMoS'12) because we considered VaMoS to be an excellent 
venue for meeting more practitioners and researchers interested in variability modelling. The 
questionnaire included an invitation for participants to forward the questionnaire to fellow researchers 
and colleagues, who might be willing to participate in the survey. In the end, we distributed the 
questionnaire to more than 60 potential participants. 
 
Prior to analyzing the survey results, we filtered and removed the responses from those respondents who 
claimed on the background questions to have played only the role of a researcher in software product-
line projects. This filtering helped us to limit the pool of respondents to industrial practitioners with 
experience in variability modelling, thus helping to ensure the quality of the results. Analysis of the 
responses comprised calculating percentage aggregations of participants’ responses associated with each 
individual question and presenting the results in diagrams (e.g., pie chart, bar chart). For each question, 
we have marked the option(s) chosen by the majority of respondents using a red box. We could not 
derive any statistical conclusions or correlations because our data-set is limited to a total of 42 responses. 
Although the multiple-option format restricted us from identifying or measuring any correlations, we 
were able to obtain a few interesting conjectures as part of our analysis. In the future, researchers can 
include open-ended questions, which would help to explore more about the responses and obtain 
meaningful correlations.  
 
3.2 Survey Results 
We received a total of 42 responses from participants from 16 different countries: Germany (~24%), 
Canada (~12%), USA (~12%), Sweden (~7%), Austria (~5%), Norway (~5%), and Spain (~5%). We 
also received a response from a single participant from each of the following countries: China, Denmark, 
France, Greece, India, Poland, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. Figure 2 shows the origins of 
participants. After filtering out 5 responses from pure researchers and 2 unidentified respondents, who 
disclosed no personal information, we analyzed the remaining 35 responses; this filtered set of responses 
included responses from a few researchers or former researchers who have industrial experience with 
variability modelling and product lining.  
                                                           
1
 http://splc.net/fame.html 
2
 http://www.surveygizmo.com/ 
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Figure 2: Geo-data showing the origin of participants 
 
3.2.1 Background of Participants  
We asked two questions regarding respondents’ industrial experience with variability modelling and their 
respective role(s) in their product-line projects: 
 “15. How many years of industrial experience do you have in software product line development?” 
a) <1 year, b) 1-2 years, c) 3-5 years, d) 5-10 years, e) >10 years  
 
“14. What have been your roles in product line projects?” 
a) Developer, b) Modeller, c) Team leader, d) Project Manager, e) Domain expert, f) Product manager, 
g) Marketing expert h) Researcher 
 
Figure 3 shows the participants’ years of experience with SPLE. 56% of the participants indicated having 
more than 5 years of experience, among which 50% reported having more than 10 years of extensive 
experience. Very few participants (~8%) had less than one year of professional SPLE experience.  
 
Figure 3: Pie chart showing respondents’ experience with SPLE 
Germany, 24.40%
United 
States, 12.20%
Canada, 12.20%
Sweden, 7.30%
Austria, 4.90%
Norway, 4.90%
Spain, 4.90%
All Others, 29%
>10 years, 27.80%
<1 year, 8.30%
1-2 years, 22.20%
3-5 years, 13.90%
5-10 years, 27.80%
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Figure 4 shows the distribution of responses for the role played in their product-line projects. The 
majority of respondents claimed having experience as a modeller (~72%), followed by researcher 
(~67%), and developer (~53%). 39% of the respondents indicated having experience as a team leader. 
There was only one marketing expert. Open-text responses included architect (~17%), consultant (~8%), 
administrator (~3%), and project coordinator (~3%).   
 
According to the results from these two questions, the majority of respondents had adequate experience 
with product lines and had worked as modellers, thus giving us confidence in the credibility of the 
respondents chosen for our qualitative study. 
                                                 
 
 
Figure 4: Roles of participants 
 
3.2.2 Contextual Information on Variability Modelling 
In order to understand the context of the respondents’ experience with variability modelling, we asked 
about the application domains that the respondents worked on, the types of product-line adoption 
strategies used in their organizations, and the kinds of artifacts that the respondents had experience with 
modelling and realizing variability.  
 
3.2.2.1 Application domain 
The question on application domain is stated as follows: 
“13. What are the application domains of your product lines?” 
No multiple-option answers were provided for this question, since there could be many widely varying 
application domains; instead, a free-text region was provided. 
 
The responses covered a wide variety of application domains. However, respondents sometimes used 
different wordings for the same domain, or they listed different sub-domains belonging to the same 
domain. A few of the respondents worked in multiple domains. Therefore, in order to structure the data, 
we clustered the responses into domains. Table 1 [20] presents a summary of the categorized responses. 
Respondents 
(in %) 
Roles 
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The table shows that the top responses are automotive, energy, and enterprise-software domains. The 
other category in the table refers to the set of domains that were reported only once, which includes 
underwater acoustics systems, geographical information systems, and logistics. 
 
 
Table 1: Distribution of participants’ domains 
 
3.2.2.2 Product-line adoption strategy 
We asked the following question about the types of strategies used by respondents’ companies to adopt 
product-line development. The options provided were based on the three standard adoption methods 
proposed by Krueger [21], described earlier in Chapter 2 (section 2.2.3):  
“12. Which of the following strategies to introduce a product line have you used?” 
a) Product line was developed before any product was derived (pro-active),  
b) A single product was evolved into a product line (re-active),  
c) Multiple existing products were re-engineered into a product line (refactorive),  
d) Any combination of the strategies above 
 
  
 
Figure 5: Response distribution on product-line adoption strategies 
 
Respondents 
(in %) 
Adoption strategy 
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Figure 5 [20] illustrates the distribution of responses. 48% of the respondents reported that they had 
applied the refactorive approach, another 48% reported having applied the re-active strategy, and 34% of 
the respondents reported having applied the pro-active approach. Around a quarter of the participants 
reported having applied a combination of the three strategies. 20% of the respondents selected the other 
category, which included those who have developed exploratory product lines (e.g. using case studies) or 
who have not yet completely implemented their product lines. The percentages of responses exceed 
100% because some respondents have been involved with multiple product-line projects. The pro-active 
approach, being the typical product-line adoption approach that involves up-front scoping and systematic 
platform development methods, is expected to be applied more often [59]. In contrast, our observation 
confirms that only a small percentage of the industrial product lines are developed using a pro-active 
approach; one possible reason for most of the companies not pursuing a pro-active approach might be 
that this approach can impose greater risks, due to a high initial investment, than the reactive or 
extractive approaches [21], as indicated earlier.  
 
3.2.2.3 Product-line artifacts 
We asked about the type of artifacts used by respondents to model variability: 
“9. Your models represent the variability contained in which implementation artifacts?” 
a) Requirements, b) Architecture/design, c) Platform, d) Components/Modules, e) Libraries, f) Source 
code (static variability),  g) Running product (dynamic variability), h) Test cases, i) Documentation 
 
Figure 6 presents the distribution of responses. The majority of participants represented variability in 
software components (~73%), and in source-code files (~61%) that model static variations. A good 
percentage of respondents (~51%) reported modelling variability in artifacts during earlier development 
stages (requirements and the architecture/design). The other category included build files, DSL 
instances, roadmaps, calibration files, specification models, knowledge representation, and release plans.  
All these data show that industrial SPL developers find it useful to apply variability modelling both 
during early stages and advanced stages of product-line development.  
      
 
Figure 6: Response distribution on artifacts used to model variabilities 
Respondents 
(in %) 
Type of artifacts 
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3.2.3 Perceived Value on Variability Modelling 
We asked the following question about respondents’ opinion on the utility of variability modelling: 
“1. Do you consider variability modelling useful?” 
  a) Definitely yes, b) Yes, c) Neutral, d) No, e) Definitely no 
 
 
Figure 7: Response distribution on respondents’ attitude towards variability modelling 
 
Figure 7 presents the distribution of responses. As shown in the figure, 90% of the respondents 
responded positively to the usefulness of variability modelling, among which 53% provided a surety by 
choosing the ‘definitely yes’ option. Once again, this result shows the credibility of the chosen 
participants for our variability-modelling study. We did not obtain any open-text responses for this 
question. 
 
The following question asked about the different uses of variability modelling in the respondents’ 
product-line projects: 
“2. Which of the following uses of variability modelling are most valuable in your experience?” 
a) Management of existing variability, b) Product configuration, c) Requirements specification, d) 
Derivation of products, e) Design/Architecture, f) Planning of variability, g) Domain modelling, h) 
Software deployment, i) Documentation, j) Quality assurance testing, k) Market feature scoping 
 
Figure 8 shows the distribution of responses. It can be seen from the figure that most of the respondents 
(~79%) reported the use of variability modelling for managing existing variabilities, followed by a good 
proportion of the participants expressing value in using variability modelling to support product 
configuration, requirements specification, and product derivation. Interestingly, a small percentage 
(19%) of respondents reported the value in using variability modelling to support scoping of features for 
marketing activities. The open-text responses listed other uses of variability modelling, such as 
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maintenance, cost estimations of newly added features, and planning of development and evolution. All 
these responses suggest that there are different uses for variability modelling depending on the product-
line organization. This observation contrasts the finding from the earlier work involving a few of our 
group members on systems domain product lines [86], which established the use of variability modelling 
to support product-configuration activities.  
    
 
Figure 8: Response distribution on uses of variability modelling 
 
3.2.4 Notations and Tools for Variability Modelling 
We asked if the respondents have used separate variability models or annotations to describe variability 
in their artifacts: 
“3. How have you modelled variability?” 
a) Separate variability models, b) Annotation of existing implementation artifacts 
 
The distribution of responses is presented in Figure 9. The majority of respondents (~77%) have used 
separate variability models, conveying the widespread use of dedicated variability models among 
industrial SPL developers. 47% of the respondents have used the annotations. Under the open-text 
answers, a few respondents indicated using a combination of both representations, and a few of the 
others listed alternative representations: DSLs, delta modelling, or annotations provided by the Spring 
component framework [66].  
 
 
Respondents 
(in %) 
Uses of variability modelling 
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Figure 9: Response distribution for type of variability representation 
 
We asked the following question about the different variability modelling notations used by respondents: 
“4. Which notations have you used to model variability?” 
 a) Feature models, b) Spreadsheet, c) Key/value pairs (e.g. in xml- or text-based configuration or 
properties files), d) Domain-specific language (DSL), e) UML-based representation, f) Decision model, 
g) Product matrix 
 
                                     
 
 
Figure 10: Response distribution on variability-modelling notations 
 
Figure 10 shows the distribution of responses. The vast majority of respondents who reported using 
separate variability models used feature modelling on their projects. Next to feature modelling, the other 
commonly used notations are UML-based notations, DSLs, architecture description languages, and a few 
non-formal representations, including spreadsheets, product matrices, free-text descriptions, and 
key/value pairs in XML- or text-based property files. The respondents indicated using an average 
number of three notations for their product lines. Only 8% of the respondents chose one notation. 
Respondents 
(in %) 
Type of variability modelling 
Respondents 
(in %) 
Modelling notations  
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Interestingly, one respondent mentioned using a total of eight varied notations. The open-text responses 
included Design Structure Matrices [108] and CVL [48]. All of these different responses suggest that 
practitioners use a variety of different variability-modelling notations to suit their product-line needs; this 
observation is also confirmed by one of our groups’ earlier publications [86] on the system-software 
domain. All these responses suggest that respondents used a diverse set of notations to represent 
variability. There is no solid empirical evidence as of yet to suggest that an ideal notation can satisfy all 
industrial variability-modelling needs.  
 
We related the responses on variability-modelling notations to the responses of the value-based question 
on the uses of variability modelling (question 2). The analysis revealed that the respondents who use 
variability modelling for planning activities apply feature-based notations to represent variability, except 
in one case. This finding suggests that the coarser and abstract nature of features is well suited for 
planning activities, in contrast to fine-grained variation points, which are usually used at lower 
abstraction levels.  
 
 We asked about variability-modelling tools that the participants have used on product-line projects:  
“5. Which tools have you used to model variability?” 
 a) Pure::variants from Pure::Systems, b) Home-grown domain-specific tools, c) Other open source 
tools, d) Other commercial tools, e) GEARS from BigLever Software, f) FeatureIDE from University of 
Magdeburgl, g) DOPLER Tool Suite from University of Linz, h) Product Configurator from Camos, i) 
XFeature from P&P Software, j) Product Modeler from Configit, k) dslvariantmanagement (open 
source), l) Oracle configurator/modeler, m) mbeddr.com (open source), n) SAP configurator, o) AHEAD 
Tool Suite from University of Texas, p) Siebel configurator from Oracle 
 
   
 
Figure 11: Response distribution on variability-modelling tools  
Respondents 
(in %) 
Variability modelling tools  
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Figure 11 shows the distribution of responses. Note that all of tool options have been used by the 
respondents in varying proportions, with the exception of Oracle's Siebel configurator, which has not 
been used by any of the respondents. 37% of the respondents have used pure::variants from 
pure::systems and 23 % reported using GEARS from BigLever Software. A solid proportion of 
respondents indicated having used home-grown domain-specific tools (~37%), open-source tools 
(~29%), and other commercial tools (~26%). Table 2 shows the set of home-grown, commercial, and 
open-source variability tools used by the respondents; a few of the tools include, Eclipse EMF, IBM 
Rational Software Architect, Simulink extensions, XML-based representations, decision-model-based 
Tecnalia PLUM [67], v.control [68], SparxSystems Enterprise Architect, and Microsoft Excel. It can be 
seen from the table that a few open-source variability tools have a research origin and yet are applied to 
industrial product lines: CVL prototype [48], the CVM framework [69], Hephaestus [70], and SPREBA 
[71], are also being. These variety of home-grown, commercial, and open-source variability tools shows 
that industry-specific tools, which are not widely used within the SPL community, are also being applied 
by practitioners in industrial product lines, despite research-based variability-modelling tools. This 
observation is also true for our group’s earlier study of the systems domain project [86] involving the 
Linux kernel and the eCos operating systems. It would be worth investigating whether more industrial 
organizations have developed similar home-grown solutions for satisfying their product-line needs.  
 
All of these different responses on tool usage suggest that there is no single variability-modelling tool or 
framework that dominates the market. One of the reasons might be because all participants are 
geographically distributed across the globe (65% Europe-based) and they tend to use or favor tools that 
are being widely used in their respective region. Another reason could be that the participants in our 
study are from different industrial domains, and it is possible that different domains may favor different 
tool choices. 
 
 
 
Table 2: Usage of home-grown, commercial, and open-source variability tools 
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3.2.5 Scales and Details of Variability Models 
We asked the following questions about the units and sizes of the respondents’ variability models: 
“6. Which of these "units of variability" do your variability models use?” 
   a) Features, b) Decisions, c) Configuration options, d) Variation points, e) Calibration parameters 
“7. How many units of variability (as specified above) do your models have?” 
   a)  1 model, b) >5 models, c) No model, d) 2-5 models 
  
Figure 12 shows the variability units used by respondents. An average of 2-3 variability units were 
chosen by each respondent. As shown in the figure, 80% of the respondents reported using features; this 
is expected, since feature modelling is the most commonly used representation (refer to question 4). Next 
to features, variation points (~73%) and configuration options (70%) are the most commonly used 
variability units. 27% of the respondents reported using calibration parameters; interestingly, most of 
these respondents worked in the automotive domain. One open-text response indicated the use of deltas.   
 
         
 
Figure 12: Response distribution on types of variability units  
 
The distribution of responses on the sizes of variability models is presented in Table 3. The columns 
represent ranges of numbers for expressing variability units (e.g., >10, 000 units, <50 units, and so on), 
where a variability unit could be a feature, decision, configuration option, calibration parameter, or any 
other units of variation used by respondents. The rows represent ranges of numbers of models (e.g., 1 
model, 2-5 models). Each entry in the table is the percentage of respondents who reported having models 
with the respective number of variability models in the row and the respective number of variability units 
in the column. We also asked the respondents to specify their units of variability (e.g., features, variation 
points). The results in the table indicate that the majority (~69%) responded to using small models, 
which had fewer than 50 features. Most of the respondents used only a single variability model. A small 
proportion (~26%) of respondents reported having worked with very large bigger models, having more 
than 10,000 features; these respondents worked in the automotive, defense, and other industrial domains 
involving software-intensive systems. We saw that all the respondents who reported having more than 
Respondents 
(in %) 
Units of variability  
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10,000 units, selected either features or decisions as their variability units. Although a relatively small 
percentage of respondents have used variability models with more than 10,000 units, it confirms that 
such large variability models exist in industrial product lines; this finding is also established by most of 
the existing SPL Hall of Fame13 experience reports. 
 
 
We asked one question about the usage of cross-tree constraints in variability models. We included a few 
commonly used relations (such as requires and excludes) to provide a better understanding of the 
question among the participants: 
“8. Do some of your models have explicitly-modelled feature dependencies (e.g. requires, excludes)?” 
   a)  0-25%, b) 26-50%, c) 51-75%, d) 76-100%, e) don’t know 
 
Figure 14 presents the distribution of responses. The majority of participants (>75%) indicated that they 
explicitly modelled dependencies for their variability units. 44% of the respondents indicated having less 
than 25% of their variability units involved in dependencies, followed by 22% of the respondents 
reporting on 26-50% dependency involvement, and another 22% on 76-100% dependency involvement. 
Our findings suggest a less number of cross-tree dependencies being used in industrial variability 
models; this is in contrast to the high density of dependencies found in our group’s study on product lines 
systems domain [86]. We did not include more specific questions about cross-tree constraints in order to 
avoid intimidating participants on technical details. However, we feel that an elaborate understanding on 
the use of cross-tree constraints is essential, since these constraints are typically known to influence the 
development of reasoning methods or tools [72]. Such an in-depth understanding on the usage of cross-
tree constraints is only possible through detailed artifact studies, or through interviews involving 
industrial participants.  
 
                                                           
1http://splc.net/fame.html 
Table 3: Distribution of responses on sizes of variability models 
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Figure 14: Response distribution on the use of cross-tree constraints 
 
3.2.6 Complexity Challenges and Mitigation Strategies 
We asked the respondents about any complexity issues or challenges they encountered with respect to 
modelling variability, and the respective mitigation strategies used: 
“10. Have you experienced complexity problems with variability modelling? If yes, where?” 
  a)  Visualization of models, b) Dependency management (e.g. explosion of dependencies), c) 
            Configuration process (e.g. with conflicts during configuration), d) Model evolution, e) Traceability 
“11. What mechanisms have you employed to combat complexity in variability models?” 
 a)  Decomposition into multiple models, b) Hierarchical organization of multiple models, c) 
 Some notion of encapsulation/interfaces between multiple models, d) Abstraction/simplification of 
variability (hard restrictions on the level of granularity for representing variations), e) Visualization of 
models, f) View-based editing and visualization, g) Automated reasoning tools (e.g. to check consistency, 
resolve configuration conflicts or propagate choices) 
 
The distribution of responses on the complexity problems is presented in Figure 15. It can be seen from 
the figure that the majority (61%) of the respondents reported issues related to visualization of models. 
Next to visualization problems, an equal proportion (58%) of the respondents reported issues related to 
dependency management and model evolution. Most of the respondents indicated an average number of 
2-3 choices, and a small proportion (~11%) of the respondents chose all the provided options. Among the 
open-text answers (~15%), the main challenges mentioned were associated with modularization for 
multiple product lines, tests, and model reduction. One of the respondents presented a challenge that 
stated: “getting developers to understand why we do this (refers to variability modelling), and the correct 
patterns to use”. 
% of participants 
% of cross-tree 
constriants 
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Figure 15: Response distribution on complexity areas in variability modelling 
 
The response distribution on mitigation strategies is shown in Figure 16. A good percentage (~64%) of 
the respondents reported using hierarchical organization of multiple models for tackling their variability-
related issues. Since the majority of respondents used only one variability model (refer to question 7), it 
is possible that the respondents might be referring to the intra-model hierarchical structure of a single 
feature model, rather than inter-model hierarchy that involves multiple feature models. 52% of the 
respondents reported using model decomposition, followed by 46% responding to the use of automated 
reasoning tools; both of these mitigation strategies are also reported in our earlier work [86] on systems 
domain. 38% of the respondents indicated using methods for simplifying or abstracting variability, and 
33% responded to using visualization techniques to manage their complexity issues. All these different 
responses suggest that participants use a variety of mitigation methods based on the nature of their 
complexity problems. Among the open-text answers, one respondent stated the need for variability 
models to be managed by a small centralized team, since variability models tend “to be very fragile”. As 
a recommendation, this respondent advises on “assigning configuration/variability dependent tasks to a 
small selection of people”. A similar response is described by another participant as “application of 
variability modelling to smaller scopes of development (instead of across entire development effort)”. 
Another interesting open-text response suggested that variability modelling demanded “much manual 
work”; he recommends “rule engines for consistency checking and value propagation (no SAT solvers)" 
for reducing the modelling effort. 
 
Respondents 
(in %) 
Complexity challenges  
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Figure 16: Response distribution on mitigation strategies  
 
3.2.7 Additional Comments by Participants 
We added a provision towards the end of the questionnaire for participants to provide their general 
comments with respect to variability modelling and product lines. A few interesting comments are 
discussed below. 
 
One participant, with more than 10 years of product-line experience, described the need to explore the 
capabilities and use of dynamic programming languages to model variability. The participant supported 
his claim by discussing the variability-modelling techniques in the Java language, as described below.   
 “Both the field and this study could use a broadening of perspective. My day job is building Java-based 
server-side software, which tends to be one-of-a-kind, non-product-line type software. Java is a rich 
language and technologies such as SPRING and MAVEN provide very rich variability tooling. 
Additionally, using things like PUPPET for deploying into cloud architectures as well as staging and 
testing infrastructure means that we have a lot of variability. We deploy in different configurations to 
different data centers, use feature flags as well as AB testing to test new functionality, etc. My feeling is 
that the research field still assumes a traditional low-tech embedded-software perspective, where the 
lack of a lot of things need to be compensated for with variability-modelling tooling and cumbersome 
build systems. So, I don't model variability. Instead I make software that has variation points that are 
explicitly configurable. The activities of developing and designing when following a continuous 
deployment model are inseparable." 
 
There exists a body of SPL research that looks at dynamic product lines and different dynamic language-
based techniques, such as those indicated by the participant. However, the modelling of run-time 
variability still needs to be explored and studied, possibly with adequate empirical evidence. In addition, 
SPL architectures need to be adapted to support various dynamic variability-modelling techniques, which 
might be challenging in the case of complex software-intensive systems.  
Respondents 
(in %) 
Mitigation strategies  
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One of the participants commented on the usefulness of qualitative studies, such as ours, about 
commercial variability modelling. However, another participant expressed doubts about the integrity of 
the provided multiple-option choices and our chances of being able to draw any solid conclusions due to 
the differences in interpretations that might arise among the participants. Along similar lines, a few 
respondents expressed difficulty in interpreting the questions about the sizes and structures of variability 
models. A few example comments are reported below. 
 
Example comment 1:  
“Difficult question about the size of models, as it is unclear how to treat hierarchical composition of 
models as one or multiple models. In general: Decision Models and Feature models in early phases 
(requirements, tendering, product planning): up to 1000 elements, for configuration "models" (static or 
dynamic parameterization) usually >10000” 
Example comment 2:  
 “I hope I got the question "How many units of variability do your models have" right. I didn't really 
understand the reason for the multiple columns. Right now we have 1 model with <50 variations, but we 
are very early in our implementation of PLE.” 
 
3.3 Threats to Validity 
Our findings are solely dependent on the declared information provided by the respondents through the 
online questionnaire and therefore are subject to the usual validity threats in a questionnaire study. All 
responses depend on the perspectives and beliefs of the survey participants and their interpretations of 
the provided questions and answer choices. Hence, it is possible that the responses may not reflect actual 
organizational practices. We have compensated for this threat to some extent by requiring the 
participants to disclose their name and organization and by removing the responses from pure 
researchers. We were able to confirm the validity of the respondents’ affiliations. It is also possible that 
the participants might have misunderstood parts of the questionnaire, given the inherent inconsistencies 
in terminology that exist in SPLE literature. In order to evaluate the responses on the value of variability 
modelling, a Likert scale was used. The Likert scale indicated that the majority of respondents 
acknowledged the value of variability modelling (55%- definitely useful, 35%-useful, 2 neutral opinions, 
and 1 negative response). We could not draw any solid conclusions or correlations because this study 
was limited to a small dataset. However, this questionnaire study helped us to select participants for the 
second part of our qualitative study: semi-structured interviews. The interview results are discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 
Qualitative Study: Part 2 - Interviews and Results 
 
This chapter presents the second part of our qualitative study, which involves a set of interviews on 
variability-modelling practices and product-line adoption in industry. We first describe the methodology 
and the sources used for selecting the interview participants. Then, we present a detailed description of 
the interview results. We conclude with a comparison and discussion of the variability-modelling and 
product-line adoption practices, based on the interview data.   
 
4.1 Interview Design and Participant Sources 
We conducted seven semi-structured interviews, among which two interviewees are employees from the 
same company; each of the remaining subjects is an employee involved in the product-line efforts of a 
single company. Each of the interviews lasted between 1-2 hours. Our subjects include two industrial 
companies who apply SPLE and variability modelling, two SPLE consultant companies, and two tool 
builders who develop tool frameworks for the design and development of product lines. Both of the tool-
builder companies were chosen based on the widespread commercial use of their tool frameworks. One 
of the industrial companies was selected because of their highly-referenced experience reports that 
disclosed their product-line efforts. The other industrial company and the two consultant companies were 
chosen based on their employees’ responses to our survey on variability-modelling practices (refer to 
Chapter 3); we emailed interview-invitation letters to the participants from these three companies.  
 
The two consultant companies are medium-scale (50 employees) companies that offer consultancy 
services and develop custom software solutions for their clients. The two industrial companies are large-
scale companies (>23,000 employees) that develop software product lines for their main products. Each 
of the tool builders owns a tool chain, along with a set of extensions, for developing product-line 
management technologies, especially for modelling and configuring variability. Both tool chains are 
being widely applied in industrial product lines. The tool builders are currently focused on inventing 
solutions to integrate their tool frameworks with existing development processes and tools used by 
industrial organizations. Table 4 shows the summary of interviewees involved in our case studies. 
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We prepared an interview guide that covered two main topics: 
 
• Variability modelling and realization:  
- Practices regarding product-line adoption strategies and information on types of product lines, 
- Information on the processes used for building variability models, 
- Interviewee’s roles and experience in variability modelling and product-line development, 
- Information on variability units, and kinds of variabilities in variability models, 
- Characteristics of variability models (e.g., sizes, dependency relations, constraints, and so on), 
- Processes for modularizing variability models,  
- Information on the types of evolution in variability models, and the strategies used to manage evolution 
in variability models and artifacts, 
- Information on the types of product-line artifacts, and their mappings to variability models. 
 
• Benefits, challenges, and recommendations:  
- Perceived advantages concerning variability modelling and product-line adoption,  
- Challenges encountered during variability modelling and product-line adoption, and 
- Recommendations to improve practices regarding variability modelling 
 
The interviews were recorded, transcribed, translated (in two cases, see Table 4, credit to Thorsten 
Berger of the IT University of Copenhagen) and analyzed with respect to the two above-mentioned 
topics and their sub-topics. We present the practices and experiences gathered from each organization’s 
interviewee(s) in the form of a case study. Although we describe common practices and trends across the 
organizations based on the interview data, we do not attempt to reach any statistical deductions or 
generalizations because of the small number of subjects. The practices, benefits, challenges, and 
recommendations about variability modelling and product-line development are based solely on the 
interviewees’ perceptions. Please note that we sometimes annotate the interviewees’ quotations with 
bracketed interpretations of sentences, phrases, or terms used, to provide a better understanding of what 
the interviewee means or is referring to.   
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Case 
Study 
No: 
Company’s Name 
(used in case study) 
Type of 
Company 
No: of Interviewees 
(per case study) 
Language 
used by  
Interviewees 
Transcripti
on/ 
Translation 
1 global producer of 
electronic and mechanical 
components 
large-scale 
industrial 
company 
1 English transcribed 
in English 
2 consulting company for 
web-based applications 
medium-scale 
consultant 
company 
1 German translated to 
English 
3 IT consulting company 
for enterprise, embedded 
and mobile applications 
medium-scale 
consultant 
company 
1 English transcribed 
in English 
4 automotive company large-scale 
industrial 
company 
1 English transcribed 
in English 
5 BigLever GEARS tool builder 1 English transcribed 
in English 
6 pure::variants from pure 
systems 
tool builder  
 
2 
interviewee 
1 
German translated to 
English 
interviewee 
2 
English transcribed 
in English 
 
Table 4: Summary of interviewees in case studies 
 
4.2 Interview Results 
4.2.1 Case Study 1: Global Producer of Electronic and Mechanical Components 
Our first case study focuses on a large-scale company that develops electronic and mechanical 
components for industrial applications, including refrigeration, pressure pumps, and power electronics. 
This company owns several software product lines [30]. For this case study, we focus on the company’s 
division that owns a product line of software controllers for power electronics systems. This software-
controller product line was introduced in 2009 and was successively extended to its current size of 1.5M 
lines of code. The product line comprises twelve main products, and over 30 optional add-ons for 
specific sub-products. The company uses one feature model to describe the commonalities and 
variabilities of the all of the twelve products and their sub-products in the software-controller product 
line. All the product-line assets are fully integrated in one platform. The implementation languages used 
are C++ (98% of the code) and C. The practices and experiences described below are from the 
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perspective of a software architect who performs variability management for the software-controller 
product line. 
 
A. Variability Modelling and Realization 
Product-line adoption: - The product line’s adoption was refactorive. Originally, one product existed 
that was cloned into a second product, which then adapted and evolved on its own. This cloning 
continued for several other products, simply by branching with the version control system. After three 
years, an effort began to re-engineer all products into one platform. The developers used a textual diff to 
compare the first two products, merged their commonalities to form a unified code base, and realized 
their variabilities by introducing variation points using the C/C++ preprocessor (#IF and #IFDEF 
directives). This process continued for the other products; however it was challenging to reach a full 
integration for the reasons described by the interviewee: 
“The first 50-60% were easy with less effort, but the last 20% was more challenging because it could not 
be achieved by using simple diff because of some kind of logic difference, difference in the semantics, the 
algorithm changes. Or there was some extra functionality added, so, it was somehow not easy; it was a 
manual process, and took a lot of time.” 
 
Creation of variability model: - A dedicated team is responsible for variability modelling and 
management. This team works with different development teams to build the integrated platform that 
supports all products. A domain expert builds the feature model and ensures its integrity and correctness. 
The interviewee indicates that they prefer to assign only one person (usually, the domain expert) to be 
responsible for the construction and maintenance of the feature model. However, when there are 
modelling issues, or if the domain expert needs clarification regarding some modelling aspects, there are 
meetings or workshops with development teams to discuss them.  
“We have an expert who has great domain knowledge because he took care of the development and all 
this, and then he does consult model development teams. So, we try to have one person who is 
responsible, but he does not alone decide all the things; whenever we have issues, we have meetings to 
discuss it and he (domain expert) is responsible to make models correct. So, he consults with other 
teams, for e.g., we assumed that we model main products pretty well, and now we have options to model 
and then he (domain expert) was telling me that we have more than 30 options or 30 sub-products and 
not all are options, and then he consult individuals responsible (for validating the options)…” 
   
Modularization and structuring of feature model: - There is a single feature model that is shared among 
various development teams across the organization. There was an interest in modularizing feature 
models, such that different modules represent different kinds of products in the product line. However, 
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the modularization attempt was disbanded because they could not find a good modularized structure that 
would accommodate all of the different feature combinations associated with product types.  
“. . . because we have kind of different products in the product line, and it is possible to split it. We 
actually find it difficult to find a good structure because we have features that are common and those 
that are specific to certain product kinds, types, but also commonalities between two groups; and then if 
we kind of follow all these combinations, we are not kind of not going to make it simpler, but we are 
trying to create some kind of logic bundling of feature, but. . . ” 
 
 The feature model contains mostly functional features. Interestingly, bugs and bug fixes are occasionally 
represented as features. Some bugs became natural behaviours to some customers, and not all customers 
want to have them fixed.  
“…we have different defect-fixes, and people would not enable them, so a bad defect or fix-a-defect is 
not integrated to the source code, we somehow put it as a new feature. Sometimes, our customers also 
have these features; so, even though the behaviour may be not the intended one, they are used to this. So, 
we have to be careful, more like if you find a fix in one product, may not somehow be in another…so, you 
know, we have to be really careful with it…” 
 
The interviewee mentioned that the company uses one feature model to represent the variabilities and 
commonalities in all of their main products and sub-products. Their feature model consists of 1100 
features, among which 800 are leaf nodes and the rest are high-level features used to categorize 
functionality. A feature may have anywhere between 1-20 sub-features. The interviewee uses different 
strategies to organize the feature model, for example combining product-specific features in one tree 
branch and common features in another branch. The height of the feature model is usually restricted to 
four levels, as a result of the company’s decision to maintain simple feature models. However, keeping a 
feature model simple is not always easy:  
“We don’t like this great depth; we try to keep it simple, but sometimes, it becomes too hard somehow, 
and keeping the number of features becomes difficult.” 
 
Feature dependencies, data types, and cross-tree relations: - Most of the dependencies in the feature 
model are traditional hierarchical dependencies, especially mandatory and optional relations, and feature 
groups, especially OR and XOR. 95% of the features are of Boolean type and they are used to switch on 
and off functionalities. In some cases, integer features (16 and 32 Bit integers), string features (e.g., 
version numbers or strings to realize menu differences in controllers), or more sophisticated types (such 
as data structures, which are cast to strings for compilation) are used to express variant options. Explicit 
default values are specified for some features, and there exist default configurations for the main 
products. The main cross-tree constraints used are binary relations, especially requires and excludes. The 
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cross-tree relationship recommended is used to convey the preference of choosing one feature over 
another.  
Cross-tree constraints are intentionally used less frequently because of the interest in maintaining simple 
feature models that are easier to view and reason.  
 
Mapping to artifacts: - Presently, the company maps only code-based artifacts to feature models. The 
interviewee indicated that they are interested in mapping requirements to features in the future. The 
feature models are constructed using pure::variants, and the mapping between features and code artifacts 
is realized with pure::variant’s concept of a family model. The family model reflects mainly variable 
code-based artifacts (especially a file system, which contains more than 10,000 source files). Files 
contain up to 70 features. The interviewee said that his company used #IFDEFs extensively, probably 
around 14,000 #IFDEFS among 10,000 files. Interestingly, the interviewee reported that the use of 
#IFDEFS affects code readability when the number of features is large: 
 “We started looking how to include situations where we have files that have 70 features or #IFDEFS. I 
mean, among 10,000 files, we have 14,000 #IFDEFS that are used in 14,000 cases, and that create a 
challenge for developers to read the code.” 
 
Furthermore, dependencies between the 10,000 files are not modelled in the family model, but instead 
are reflected as dependencies between features and their mapping to files. The interviewee reported that 
that some features map up to several hundred files. This observation is interesting, since earlier it was 
mentioned that there are few cross-tree constraints among features in addition to hierarchical 
dependencies.  
“We try to keep it simple, but in the family model, with the file system, there will be restrictions more 
complex, especially like the linking of files to features, like a file could be linked to many features, like 
include those files and maybe  that extra file….so, it’s complicated, the conditions…” 
 
The concept of configuration space in pure::variants is used to configure products in terms of feature 
selection. The mappings between features and artifacts in the family model are realized by feature 
makefiles that describe what artifacts are selected when a feature is enabled or disabled. In addition, each 
product in the product line is associated with a configuration file that contains parameters, which are set 
using #DEFINE preprocessor directives to either enable or disable features. All configuration files are 
maintained in a central database. The binding-time for artifacts is compile-time; run-time variability is 
not supported.  
 
Evolution of feature model: - New features are added frequently, and a few features are removed from 
time to time. Changes to existing features are difficult, and are not encouraged. The growth-rate of 
features is not linear: the number of features increases between 5–10% per year, and 3–4 stable product 
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releases are launched every year. In the interviewee’s opinion, although there are clean-up tasks 
performed periodically to remove unused features, not effort is expended on removing unused features. 
The interviewee suggested that it would be better to have a standard procedure for removing enough 
unused features, since the size of feature model is growing considerably. The feature additions and 
removals have not affected the existing hierarchy of their feature model.  
 
During the periodic clean-up tasks (performed for removing unused features in the feature model), the 
consistency between the evolving feature model and the code artifacts is checked using code inspections 
and reviews; this helps the developers to improve their quality of code artifacts. Around 98–99% of the 
changes to the software are reviewed, and those features which are not enabled in products are removed.  
 
The interviewee points out that colleagues have started investigating the use of DSLs to configure sub-
components of the product line. Currently, there exists one DSL for configuring a specific sub-
component; this DSL is partly configured using features from the feature model. 
 
B. Benefits and Challenges 
Management is satisfied with the adoption of product lining and the application of feature modelling, and 
it acknowledges the value of feature models. In contrast, the developers find it difficult to cope up with 
the adoption of product lining and the transition to feature models, because they are used to working at 
the code level and they are now forced to think at the modelling level and in terms of reusable artifacts.  
“It’s that developers are used to work for a long time on the same abstraction level, basically text. But 
now somehow, we introduce a new way of working because we cannot merge everything at the source 
code level, but also need to think at the model level, for e.g., merging artifacts: it is not enough to merge 
the source code, but also have to consider merging the models they developed. So, whenever they add a 
feature, they add the feature to the model, so, later whenever they do merge back the integration 
branches, they have to merge all the artifacts.” 
 
The developers do regard the use of pure::variants as an advantage, because dependencies between 
features and artifacts can be better managed. Feature modelling also helps the developers to visualize 
variations at the level of features. For instance, the developers were able to identify duplicate features, 
which were not detected previously. In addition, feature models help the developers to better understand 
the code in terms of features. 
“Now, we can see common features that are shared, and also explore the relationships, especially 
because we can see what configurations are allowed and not allowed, and these relations were not easy 
to explore at first; it is also important because before, we noticed that the sent functionality was 
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implemented twice within the same project basically, which was not visible at first… Now you can 
understand the code easily, you can see the difference in features between the products.” 
 
Other product-line contributions reported include a) improved quality of software, for example by 
reducing the number of critical software bugs, and b) a significant reduction in the time-to-market for 
products. Currently, there is tremendous interest in further shortening the time gap by providing support 
for modelling product-line and portfolio requirements, as well as their dependencies. 
 
Despite these advantages, the adoption of product-lining introduced a few challenges for the 
organization. Product lining forced the developers to test components individually using unit testing, 
rather than depending on their earlier practice of testing the products as a whole. This posed a difficulty 
in some cases to encapsulate components and test them in isolation for run-time environments.   
 
According to the interviewee, there is a struggle between developers and management, and it has become 
difficult to enforce practices. For instance, product-line development calls for a new organizational 
structure, and eventually requires changes in the thought processes and working patterns of developers. 
The developers are forced to think in terms of creating reusable artifacts. Our interviewee considers it 
effective to dedicate a development team to domain-engineering activities. However, this organization 
can give rise to strained relations in the company when the three main levels of authority: the product 
management responsible for the business and economic objectives; the technical people responsible for 
the product development; and the middle management, have difficulty in reaching consensus: 
“…introduction of a product line requires some kind of organizational structure, and this introduces 
change, people will have to start thinking in terms of developing assets that can be reused, and this is 
only possible if there is a group that take care of domain engineering....., this is a strained situation, 
when we have product development that really looks at the business and the economy point of view, and 
then you have the tech people that pushes for doing the things the right way and then the management in 
between. We have to earn money, it is nice to have it but does not apply in all cases, for example you 
have a product, develop it, and then you want to forget about it, it’s easier to do a clone-and-own, but in 
our case we have a product and we have to support it for more than 10 yrs and we cannot afford to do 
that.” 
 
4.2.2 Case Study 2: Consulting Company for Web-Based Applications 
The subject of this case study is a consulting company that develops highly customized web-based e-
commerce and enterprise applications. This company uses PHP at the back-end and HTML/CSS at the 
front-end to develop most of their applications. Their software-development process uses generative 
programming, component-based, and product-line engineering methods to automatically generate 
reusable artifacts. This company has developed one single product line for web-based applications, and 
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they use different variants of this product line to develop applications for their web-based clients. The 
product line has been in production for more than 2-3 years. The interviewee is a developer who works 
on the software generator, the target code, and the feature model for the product line. 
 
A. Variability Modelling and Realization 
Product-line adoption: - This organization followed a re-active approach to build their product line. 
Initially, they researched and gained experience with product-line processes, using a minimal version of 
a sample webshop domain that consisted of a small number of features. A generator was first developed 
for this webshop domain, and it was iteratively extended until it accommodated all e-commerce 
applications for all of their customers.  
“We have one generator for one product line. It was the start of (refers to the company name) in 2003, 
when we founded the company. Web shop was the sample domain that we chose for also doing some 
research with product lines and getting experience. We built a second generator, but I wouldn't call that 
a product line. It was ring manufacturer who wanted to have a ring configurator. We built a generator to 
generate the 3D models of these rings… The first experiment was driven by practice. We had this web 
shop in a minimal version and converted that into the generator-based approach. We iteratively 
extended it.”  
 
The developers attempted to create the target code in parallel with the generators, but deciding how to 
realize variability in the source-code artifacts slowed down the process. As a result, they used a 
systematic and interactive approach whereby a generator for configurable software components was built 
first, followed by the development of the reusable source-code components. In the interviewee’s opinion, 
a parallel approach would be beneficial for a larger development team, since it separates the development 
of the generator from the development of the target code; whereas theirs was a small team comprising 
only two people. 
“We tried to develop the generator and target code in parallel (based on theory from literature). 
However, we noticed that the second case (means the parallel approach) slows us down, because when 
you work in both worlds and you come to a spot in the target code where variability is addressed, you 
automatically always ask yourself whether that’s something that you resolve in the target code or does it 
have to be in the generator. Then you start to ponder what makes the most sense and you lose time…We 
were a small team: two people, there was no question of further organizing the teams into platform and 
product developers. However, in general, we think that there should be target-code developers that only 
develop and maintain target code; and generator guys, who transform all the stuff and know how it looks 
like in the generator. . .” 
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Creation of the variability model: - The features are identified after obtaining a thorough understanding 
of the domain and the requirements from customers, through meetings or discussions. A feature model 
was built for the identified functional (or customer-visible) features, in such a way that the features are 
easily identifiable and selectable by the customer.  
“We internally sat together, since we knew some requirements of the customers. We knew what the shop 
should be able to do. Based on that, we structured features where we thought they make sense; features 
that customers should be able to select… based on the customer's perspective. We thought about what we 
can sell, what a customer would like to have. Some commercial thinking, not like (refers to interviewee in 
case study 5) did it (asking why, why, why), since we internally created the feature model.” 
 
The scoping of features and the construction of the feature model are heavily influenced by the product-
line methods proposed by Czarnecki and Eisenecker [24]. The developers initially structured the features 
hierarchically, starting with the most abstract features. The hierarchy was then modified by extending or 
refining the abstract features. The interviewee described this process for creating the variability model 
using an e-shop example:  
“For example, imagine a shop system. We had a feature called Catalog System, which was the basis, 
since a shop always has a catalog. Under this feature, we put features like Shopping Cart. Only when 
you have a catalog, it makes sense to have a shopping cart. Then you continue with stepwise refinement, 
extending your features." 
 
The interviewee indicated that the feature model is used only internally within the company to help their 
clients build their product-line applications, and is not directly accessible to the clients. The feature 
model mainly helps the developers to model and configure variability and to derive products. Except for 
the root feature, commonality is not usually modelled in the feature model. The variability-modelling 
tool used is CaptainFeature [79]. In the interviewee’s opinion, this tool was the best available option at 
the time, and the tool had a relatively better user interface compared to the existing variability-modelling 
tools for feature-model construction. In addition to CaptainFeature, the developers use a secondary 
variability- management tool proposed by Patrick Otto, which is an Eclipse plug-in. Although this tool 
offers better zooming capabilities compared to other existing tools at the time, there are some 
visualization problems as the number of branches in the feature model increases. From the interviewee’s 
perspective, the variability-modelling tools currently being used by the company are not optimal, mainly 
due to the limitations in expressing cross-cut dependencies between features and in detecting or resolving 
contradictions among features.  
“We didn’t really have support from the tool where we could see that feature X collides with feature Y. 
There’s nothing like an intelligent inference engine. Sometimes, we reached a point where we didn’t 
know what the feature does or what happens how, or when the nesting was too deep. . . " 
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The interviewee mentioned using DSLs to model and configure variability in some domains. For 
instance, the interviewee talked about a ring manufacturer who used a ring-description language to model 
the domain entities and their variabilities, and a DSL-based ring configurator to generate 3D models of 
rings. 
“We built a generator to generate the 3D models of these rings. It can be the case that we were at more 
than 100 features, because the rings were quite fine-grained to configure. But, it was less the domain-
specific aspects, it was a ring description language, geared towards the end system, not abstract, more 
concrete; DSL with domain-specific keywords. Had more than 100 of the main entities (similar to 
features). We won't talk about this product line in the remainder.” 
 
Modularization and structuring of feature models: - There is a single feature model that consists of 
approximately 40 features and accommodates all of their customers’ features.  The height of the feature 
model is between 5-6 levels and the number of children for each feature varies from 1-6. The interviewee 
indicated that the feature model has been manageable until now, despite the addition of new customers. 
We do not have information the company’s interest in modularizing their feature model into sub-models.  
 
Feature dependencies, data types, and cross-tree relations: - The main data type used for features is 
Boolean. The interviewee is uncertain as to whether integer or string features being used. Default values 
are not supported for features. The main feature dependency relations used are mandatory, and feature 
groups, especially OR and XOR groups, where the OR-relation is used most frequently. Cross-tree 
relations between features are not explicitly represented in the feature model; however, the interviewee 
said that the developers are responsible for being aware of these constraints during product derivation.  
 
Mapping to artifacts: - Variable artifacts include HTML pages and CSS, database schemas, PHP scripts, 
and Java code. Variations in the artifacts are realized by frame technology, based on their own 
preprocessor version of XFramer [80]. The mappings between the feature model and the artifacts are 
captured using Java-based imperative scripts that reside within the product-line generator. Artifacts are 
bound at compile-time; run-time variability is not supported. 
 
Currently, there is a strong interest in establishing traceability between variable artifacts and features; the 
interviewee said that this would help to assist the developers in understanding the implications of feature 
selections on product-line artifacts during product derivation. As a first step towards establishing 
traceability, there is an ongoing attempt to associate more details to features in the feature model, 
especially for linking test cases to features.  
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The developers made multiple concerted efforts to use EMF to develop the product-line generator, but 
they eventually gave up because of certain shortcomings with the framework, including poor readability 
of the generated classes and difficulty in supporting feature variations. 
“We experimented with EMF, we thought it might an ideal base for our generator framework (since they 
were already using event system of EMF and Eclipse); but the overhead of EMF was too high. 
Adaptations are too difficult. We really tried for quite some time. A while ago, we again tried to use EMF 
for our generator framework, but the generated classes contain too much hard-to-understand stuff.” 
 
There was early interest in developing a product-configuration tool that can be configured by customers 
according to their interests; but this idea was dismissed because customers often did not understand the 
functionalities of features and needed guidance in selecting features. 
 “When we began in 2003, we thought about building a tool for end users, where the user can freely 
configure a product. We didn’t realize, it’s still quite difficult for a customer, to understand what the 
features do. When I select feature X, what does it do at all? We noticed that, even when the domain was 
with very domain-specific terms; in the end you need a consultant to tell him what he needs at all." 
 
Evolution of the feature model: - Feature addition is the only type of feature-model evolution, which 
occurs when a customer requests a new functionality. Features are added at the rate of 2-3 features per 
customer. Additions do not typically affect the hierarchy of the feature model, and the feature tree is re-
structured occasionally, especially when the number of features grows significantly. The interviewee 
indicated that evolution management is one of their current challenges, which has not yet solved (see the 
next section B for a description on this challenge).  
 
B. Benefits and Challenges 
According to the interviewee, the adoption of feature-oriented product-lining has helped the developers 
to scope their clients’ features better. In addition, feature modelling has helped the developers to 
visualize features and their relations, and to obtain a better understanding of the different variable 
options. 
“Having a tool and management support to see what capabilities/possibilities my product line has and 
which customers have which features and their relationships. And to visualize all that information, the 
variations . . ." 
 
The interviewee expressed mixed opinions regarding how much product-line adoption had reduced the 
time-to-market of their products.  
“Of course, it shortens the time-to-market for individual products, in particular when just making small 
changes for a customer. On the other hand, I cannot make it in an unplanned, or not well-elaborated 
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way, otherwise I break something in my product family, which would not be planned. Of course the time-
to-market converges to 0 if the customer wants something that we have already realized. . . “ 
 
As mentioned earlier, the biggest challenge that the company currently faces is managing the evolution 
of the feature model and the product-line artifacts. As the feature model and the artifacts evolve, there are 
no methods currently available to ensure the consistency and integrity of the models and the artifacts and 
the mappings between them. 
“I think the biggest problem we faced at that time and also today (and which is not solved yet) is the 
evolution. That is, to know the mapping of features to code. To not break anything, in particular when 
working with or evolving the generator. Further traceability, and making features and their 
dependencies visible to the developer. Yes, to synchronize code and model and to check that it still fits 
together is a bigger issue. . . " 
 
4.2.3 Case Study 3: IT Consulting Company for Enterprise, Embedded and Mobile Applications 
The third case study involves an independent IT consulting company that assists clients with software 
development for enterprise, embedded, and mobile applications. The company offers expertise in 
product-line research, and sells methodologies and technologies for building product lines. The company 
is currently involved in two projects, which include a business product line for insurance applications, 
and a product line for a refrigeration system. This company mainly uses DSLs for expressing variability 
in most of their product-line projects. Feature modelling is used in only two projects: the insurance 
project and a Siemens project (AMPLE) for building home-automation systems [81]. The Siemens 
project was an in-house research project only. The practices described below are mainly based on the 
product-line experiences of one of the company’s consultants who worked on the insurance and the 
refrigeration projects. 
 
A. Variability Modelling and Realization 
Creation of variability model: - The insurance project uses feature modelling to specify and configure 
variability at the design (component) level; domain-level variations are not modelled. For this project, 
there were two or three architects who were responsible for constructing, maintaining, and configuring 
the feature models.  
 
The insurance project initially used textual DSLs to represent and configure variability, and the project 
developers faced major challenges in expressing variability. For instance, they had difficulty expressing 
different types of variations, such as variations in component interfaces, variations at the architectural 
level, and so on. In addition, the relations between the variations were not easily understood by the 
developers. In this context, the interviewee introduced feature models to assist with the modelling and 
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realization of variability in software artifacts. Although, the interviewee did not participate in the feature-
identification process, he assisted the clients with their feature-model construction, tooling, and product-
configuration activities. 
“They knew that they had variability issue, and so what I taught them specifically was the integration 
between the textual DSL they used for describing their components, interfaces (parts), all this 
architecture stuff, and the connection of that to the feature model. So I mean, using feature models in a 
say, naive or simple way, is not very complicated. So, they basically figured out how to describe the 
variability (using the feature model), especially since the variability was about: do you use this or that 
component. So, it was not very domain-oriented so to say, they did that, and I helped them with the 
tooling and the integration of the two worlds.”  
 
Variations in the insurance product line were handled mainly in rules that captured the business logic. 
These rules were encapsulated within configurable software components. With the help of the 
interviewee, the developers described the variabilities in their components and captured them using a 
feature model. Unfortunately, we do not have information on the process used by the developers for 
building the feature model. The features in the feature model mainly represented functionalities of 
components and their variabilities, rather than domain-level variations. Hence, the features were not 
customer-visible features, but were rather technical or component-level features. The tool used for 
feature-model representation and configuration is pure::variants. 
“Customer (refers to the client’s name) is a company dealing with insurance…they used it (feature 
model) to describe variability of insurance applications, but not on the level of business logic, like this 
contract has this rules. But, rather they encapsulated some of the logic within, what you called 
components and then they express variability over which components are used in which product in the 
feature model. This was something what technical people did, not the domain experts, there was no 
domain modelling…. 
 So the features would be mostly functional things mapped right away to sort of components, it was 
really like using this component or that component, so it was functional stuff. Component variability is 
the main, if the insurance system had some, you know, support for a bunch of different or additional 
calculation components they know how to deal with. . . " 
 
The refrigeration project did not use feature models because the currently-used DSL was adequate 
enough to express all their variabilities. 
“Right now in this (refrigerators) project, we don’t use feature models since we do everything with DSLs 
at least at this point. Currently, we have decided not to introduce other tools just for expressing, at least 
in this case, for a relatively low numbers of this kind of switch-oriented configurations.” 
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Modularization and structuring of feature models: - The developers in the insurance project used one 
feature model, which is developed, maintained, and configured by two or three architects, who work as a 
team. We do not have information about the strategies used by the company to organize and manage the 
structure of their feature model. We do not know as to whether the company is interested in decomposing 
their feature model into sub-models. 
 
Feature dependencies, data types, and cross-tree relations: - The insurance project’s feature model has 
fewer than 100 features and a height of 4 levels. Most of the features are of Boolean type and they are 
used to represent the presence or absence of components. The parent-child feature dependencies used are 
mandatory, optional, and feature groups, especially XOR and OR groups. A limited number of cross-tree 
constraints are specified between features, which mainly reflect the requires and excludes relations.  
 
Mapping to artifacts: - For the insurance project, the main product-line artifacts are software 
components and their implementations. Family models are not used to specify and configure the artifacts. 
The interviewee said that family models were not required, since the developers associated the feature 
model to an architecture DSL. Not much information is available regarding how the feature model is 
linked to the architecture DSL. The interviewee indicated that there is no explicit mapping specified 
between the artifacts and the feature model. 
“We didn’t have a family model actually the family model is interesting because it basically represents 
the implementation structure . . . (they did not use any model to represent the implementation structure), 
and in case you do it with DSLs, architecture DSL, and by connecting this (DSL) to the feature model, we 
don’t need the family models." 
 
We do not have information on the variability-realization mechanisms, binding time, or the evolution of 
feature model used in the insurance project. We did not discuss these aspects for other projects, since 
they were DSL-based.  
 
B. Benefits and Challenges  
According to the interviewee, the developers and the architects in the insurance project appreciate the 
visual and the configuration capabilities of feature models. 
“Well, feature models basically are a nice way of organizing Boolean configuration switches and we 
used it for that. So, it’s easier to get overview over the very things you can turn off or select or unselect 
or exchange, as opposed to take a bunch of DSL files and scanning through them and see basically the 
#IFDEFs, if you will; it is just a summary notation of the conceptual variability you have. And obviously, 
potentially if you have many places that depend on the same switch figure, then obviously you have your 
traceability by connecting all this different implementation things to the same feature." 
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We asked why feature or variability models were not used in other product-line projects. His first reason 
is that some variabililties are better expressed using a DSL, for example certain rules or algorithmic 
variants. Secondly, medium- or small-scale companies cannot easily afford variability-modelling tools 
such as pure::variants. Finally, the existing development teams are not always willing to adopt feature 
modelling because it calls for drastic changes at technical and organizational levels. 
“Three main reasons why people don’t use feature models, first is, certain variability can’t be 
reasonably expressed, let’s say define custom business processes or cooling algorithms for refrigerators, 
you can’t describe behaviours and expressions with feature models, so we use DSLs. The other one is 
pure:variants costs money and that is, if you specially live in an eclipse world where everything is open 
or free, then having this one product which cost money is a very tough sell. And the third thing is that, 
feature modelling really is specially used for, if it applies on very different levels like requirements, 
design, etc., and nobody was willing to do this crosscutting change of organization work." 
 
On a related remark, the interviewee mentioned that, being a ‘DSL-expert’, he is often consulted only for 
DSL-based product-line projects. 
“..and I mean just to add this one reason why I tend to use DSLs instead of feature models is simply 
because I am mostly called into projects that are of that nature because that is my focus…that's the one 
thing (means his main expertise is with DSLs). I mean, I think I do, obviously, I probably have a buyer to 
DSLs, but I'm aware enough of the other stuff (means feature modelling), so, I think that I can judge, but 
I don't, not that much involved with these (feature modelling) projects because other people see me as a 
DSL person.” 
 
4.2.4 Case Study 4: Automotive Company 
The fourth case study describes the product-line and variability modelling practices of an automotive 
company that manufactures both hardware and software for different car models. The company 
manufactures 400,000 different car models every year. Three main product-line platforms are 
maintained, from which all the car models are developed. The interviewee is a software architect who 
was previously involved in modelling and managing variability for the company’s product line. 
Currently, he works as a researcher in the company, and specializes in future strategies for developing 
software and software architecture. 
 
A. Variability Modelling and Realization 
Product-line adoption: - For this company, the transition to a product line approach was a slow 
evolutionary process was spread over 10–15 years, rather than a conscious decision. The product line 
was built by identifying commonalities in software used in different car models. The car models share 
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basic software units or subsystems, while differing in their own subsystem features. For example, 
multiple car models share the same engine-control system, but can differ in their safety features. The 
interviewee indicated that the company has always focused on ways to increase reuse by identifying 
commonalities in its products. Each subsystem is developed and maintained by a separate team, 
composed of software developers and architects. There are constant interactions among the development 
teams maintaining the different subsystems, given that a single feature, such as adaptive cruise control 
(ACC), is realized by several subsystems co-operating with each other. 
 “If you look at one of the most complicate features like the adaptive cruise control, as you experience it 
as a customer or driver, it is actually realized by 18 different subsystems, which is obviously designed by 
18 different teams because you have the radar, engine, UI, the big graphical displays, you have the 
pedals which is a separate subsystem, and so on. So, in many cases, teams need to collaborate in order 
to realize the features… they need to agree on the interfaces, they need to deliver the software towards 
the integration point in time, and so on.” 
 
Creation of the variability model: - This company uses feature modelling at three levels to specify 
variability: top level, intermediate level, and low level. At the top level (or complete vehicle level), there 
is one feature model, consisting mainly of customer-visible features. This feature model is built and 
maintained by a centralized team, and is used to reach agreement between the research and development 
departments on product planning and to understand the scope of features belonging to products. In 
addition, this feature model helps developers to trace the implementations of subsystems back to the 
respective features. This top-level feature model is a very basic tree, and the features are grouped 
according to product functionalities.  
“At the very highest level, we have a feature definition of what is optional and standard (features) in the 
car, it’s more practice, now it is stored in the database, but 10 years ago actually it was in a Excel 
sheet… the features, there is no conscious meta-model of the features, it’s more, I would say, it has also 
evolved over the last 15 years, as a way to determine the content of a car, in the sense that we can agree 
what should be offered to the customer or not, should the car have rear-doors or child locking system, a 
remote control or not, automatic transmission or not... it is customer-visible features, but it has also 
customer invisible features, should it have remote-diagnostic stuff, and so on... At the top level, there is 
some structural (functional) grouping, like say chassis features, comfort features, power-train, and so 
on… The feature list has more than one purpose; the most important purpose is to agree between the 
R&D for product planning or organization and for knowing the contents of each product. Based on that, 
you derive the requirements on each subsystem to realize the features, in most cases, these features are 
realized by several subsystems co-operating...” 
 
At the intermediate level, there is a single feature model; more information on the intermediate-level 
feature model is not currently available. At the lowest level, there is a separate feature model for each 
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subsystem, developed and maintained by the development team that owns that subsystem. The feature 
models are developed and maintained using TeamCenter [83]. Not much information is available on the 
process of creating feature models. 
 
Modularization and structuring of feature models: - The top-level feature model consists of 
approximately 300–500 features, and the intermediate feature model consists of 300 features. The 
number of features in the low-level feature models varies among subsystems; the infotainment model has 
the highest number, with up to 3000 features. The interviewee said that it is hard to confirm the exact 
sizes of the low-level feature models because the numbers of features keep changing. The height of the 
low-level feature models varies between 2-3 levels. We do not know whether the interviewee refers to 
the top, intermediate, and lower levels as being different hierarchical levels of a single feature model, or 
if they actually exist as separate feature sub-modules. For the rest of this thesis, we will refer to these 
models separately as top-level feature model, intermediate-level feature model, and low-level feature 
models. 
 
Feature dependencies, data types, and cross-tree relations: - Feature models in all of the three levels 
consist of only optional and mandatory features, and there is no feature-grouping. Since the feature 
models do not support grouping, and the features are maintained in three different databases (top-level, 
intermediate-level, and low-level), it is possible that the interviewee is simply referring to databases 
containing list of features rather than to actual feature models. Features are mostly of type Boolean. 
Cross-tree constraints are not explicitly modelled, in order to keep the models simple. 
“No, we don’t do that (cross-tree constraints) a lot, we don’t do any explicit, what do you say, logical 
conditions for, no we don’t do that, it is basic modelling, no logical conditions between features, and so 
on. I would say, certainly there are conditions, but they are more implicitly captured in the requirements 
or documentation for the subsystem." 
 
Evolution of feature models: - This company performs a ‘change management update’ process twice 
every year, to manage changes to the feature models. The most frequent evolution types are feature 
additions and enhancements of existing features. The process of adding a new feature to a feature model 
depends on cultural and organizational constraints, as described below by the interviewee: 
“I would say, the restrictions are more cultural or organizational because if you come up with a new 
feature, you need somebody responsible for defining the feature, may be writing the use cases or some 
other way for specifying the feature; you need to find organization for developing the feature or teams 
for developing the feature. If you look at the top level, the one with the 300 features at the complete 
system level, the turn-around time for actually incorporating an official feature (means feature list), 
that’s much longer when compared to the team that develops the sub-features that is contained within the 
vehicle sub-system. So, I would say, the constraints of incorporating a sub-feature in the feature model, 
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it’s not so much dependant on technical aspects, as (compared to) the cultural or organizational process 
aspects.”  
Not much information is available regarding how the feature models and artifacts are kept consistent, as 
a result of evolution.  
 
Mapping to artifacts: - Variability is modelled implicitly in certain design-level artifacts (including 
functional logic design blocks, components, and Simulink models), source-code artifacts (C, C++, and 
Java files), configuration files, and build files. A subset of UML is used to model the functional logic 
design blocks (that make up components) and their variations. Custom-made variability constructs and 
techniques are used in Vector-EC tool and Simulink to model variations in components and their 
behavious, respectively. The developers use informal annotations to describe associations between 
artifacts, such as relating logical blocks to the features they realize or relating Simulink models to 
components. These annotations are inserted manually and are expressed using text or pictures; they are 
maintained in a proprietary database, or in a separate Word document, or as informal relations attached 
to design artifacts. These annotations are used mainly to understand the associations between artifacts, 
and between the design artifacts and feature model. Besides annotations, the developers have established 
a few traceability links among the logic blocks, Vector-EC components, and AUTOSAR components; 
more information on the type of trace links or traceability methods is not available. Currently, the 
developers are working on expressing trace relations between the Vector-EC tool and the feature model 
in TeamCenter.  
 
The most commonly used variability realization mechanisms are #IFDEF directives, in source files, and 
configuration parameters, which are stored in a central configuration file. The configuration files are 
adapted based on a particular car configuration during start-up. There are a total of 270 configuration 
parameters, most of which are of enumerated or Boolean types. The interviewee indicated that not much 
information is available to him about the variability mechanisms used at the implementation level 
because most of his experiences were confined to the domain and architecture phases. The interviewee 
provided an elaborate discussion about the types of variabilities modelled in components and their 
relations to features based on presence conditions. 
“In most cases, we don’t have lot of different components realizing the same type of feature, the 
variability is more, if the feature in the car or not. For example, when you buy a car, as a customer, you 
say that, ‘I want to have ACC’, and that means you need to have lot more software compared to if you 
have just the regular cruise control; and that would mean that you will have more software components 
than in the second car (refers to the car with regular cruise control), and that would mean there would 
be some undedicated ECUs not used in the second car (refers to the car with regular cruise control). So, 
typically, if the feature is present or not.... We don’t redeploy software components, and we keep the 
number of software variants as low as possible, and use some other configuration mechanisms. For 
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example, adaptation during start-up, you read a configuration file when you start the system, the 
configuration file is stored inside the car, and the configuration file is read every time you start the 
car...” 
 
In the manufacturing department, the engineers use a proprietary product configurator called KDP, which 
was developed 20 years ago by IBM. KDP uses a tree-based model to configure ‘software articles’ for 
different parts of the car using feature selections. We do not know what the interviewee means by 
‘software articles’; it is possible that he might be referring to various software or hardware specifications 
for different parts of a car based on a specific car model. KDP is also used to configure and maintain 
different software configurations for different car models. Variability is bound both at compile-time and 
at run-time. 
 
B. Benefits and Challenges 
We asked the interviewee about his neutral response to our survey question on the value of feature 
modelling (refer to question 1 in chapter 3). According to him, feature modelling, in its simplest form, 
helps developers to understand more about the scope of product functionalities, while does little to assist 
with product configuration and derivation activities. 
“We build 400,000 products a year, if you look at the single-car model, if you look at the different 
software configurations that we can build; it exceeds more than 3 million. So, we don’t even build all the 
configurations (using feature models) that are possible, like I said, the car can have with or without 
automatic transmission . . . we can build with and without lot of things..., then if we then compare this 
with number of configurations that other companies have, I would say, we are dealing problem with 
order of magnitude or several order of magnitudes, more configurations than most other companies 
have, and we do that on a daily basis. On the other hand, in our development, we don’t do a lot of 
explicit feature modelling like grouping or inheritance or selection or...even automated tests if this 
feature construct is valid or not, like I said, yes, we are able to handle great number of feature variants 
and configurations with very basic means of (feature) modelling" 
 
The interviewee expressed his concern in handling large numbers of dependencies between subsystems, 
and in establishing a harmonized collaboration between different development teams. 
“We have a really complex system, in order of 100 different development teams, interfaces, several 
thousands of attributes/services, and many configurations... I mean, we have a lot of dependencies 
between subsystems and between teams, it is quite difficult for the teams to work autonomously... If we 
get to look at the present approach when it comes to modelling, it seems like we are aiming to keeping 
practices, which means that we are trying to align the modelling efforts between different domains, we 
try to align the design artifacts that we are using, and it is also focus on keeping traceability between the 
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different types of artifacts like I said the feature models, the component models, AUTOSAR component 
models, our architecture models, and so on, so, put a lot of effort in maintaining all these design artifacts 
in a consistent way. My personal opinion is, I don’t think that is the right way to go because since the 
complexity of our systems is exponentially increasing basically regardless of what number you are 
looking at, we actually need to identify ways of working, the different development teams exactly can 
work more autonomously, that they can use tool that they need for their specific problems more 
independent of each other, and so on." 
 
The interviewee described another challenge concerning variability at the code level: how the use of lots 
of #IFDEFs tends to compromise code readability. 
“I have seen problems when using #IFDEFs in a lot if messy manner to be very precise; depends mainly 
on who writes the code, don’t want to mention any suppliers.” 
 
4.2.5 Case Study 5: BigLever GEARS  
The interview subject for this case study is a tool builder, BigLever, which has built a tool framework, 
GEARS, for systematically modelling and configuring variability in software product lines. The 
development of GEARS started seven years ago and its main focus is to support the automatic generation 
of products for product-line systems. Currently, the framework uses three components for automatic 
product generation: (a) a feature-modelling component, which models the features in a product line, (b) a 
set of configurable assets, which constitute various artifacts (e.g., requirements, source-code files) shared 
across a product line, and (c) a product configurator, which configures product-line assets to derive 
products. Until now, this tool builder has created product-line applications for many of its clients 
including army training systems, naval systems, patient management systems, airport baggage 
management systems, automotive systems, and web- and storage-server management systems. The 
interviewee holds the CEO position in this company and has played a major role in the construction of 
the tool framework. In addition, he acts as a consultant who teaches and advises many of the company’s 
clients on variability modelling and configuration.  
 
A. Variability Modelling and Realization 
Creation of the variability model: - GEARS uses feature modelling to construct variability models. 
Because the interviewee played a major role in guiding most of the company’s clients in building their 
feature models, we asked him to describe the processes used to introduce the framework to clients and to 
construct their feature models.  
 
According to the interviewee, most of their client companies are divided into teams. In most cases, a 
company employs roughly a hundred developers who are organized into teams of roughly size 10. Each 
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team owns a sub system. In most of the companies, the chief architect or the lead product-line engineer is 
responsible for the overall structure of the sub systems and the overall feature model(s). For each 
individual sub system, the corresponding team leader or architect or lead designer creates and maintains 
the sub system’s feature model, because he or she possesses detailed domain knowledge regarding the 
sub system. The interviewee mentioned two exceptional cases that had more than a hundred developers 
and sub systems. For example, one case involves an automotive manufacturer that develops around three 
hundred sub systems and employs around 3000 engineers. According to the interviewee, these cases 
challenge the scalability of variability modelling and management. In both cases, there is an interest in 
organizing a centralized team dedicated to the overall management of feature models. 
 
The interviewee states that there are two common approaches adopted when introducing the tool 
framework for constructing feature models: a top-down approach and a bottom-up approach. In the top-
down approach, the feature model is based on the high-level product differences or feature differences 
that are visible in the given product specifications. The top-down approach is usually used when teaching 
a client company’s lead requirements engineer or a lead architect to build feature models. BigLever 
conducts a mini 3-day pilot project to train the company’s clients in feature modelling and to familiarize 
them with the tool framework. The clients are walked through a procedure to find, extract, and capture 
features. During this exercise, the client company’s modeller or designer or engineer is repeatedly asked: 
“What is it that causes one of your products to be different from another; think about the different flavors 
you deploy and start to tell me why some of them are different than the others?” 
 
According to the interviewee, the modeller or engineer usually starts answering the above question by 
pointing to entities from the lowest abstraction level (the implementation level). Subsequently, the 
interviewee continues asking “why” until the engineer starts thinking in terms of abstract features. Once 
the answers are obtained, the interviewee teaches them to determine the type of features, in terms of the 
basic types available in the tool framework:  
“In our language, we have types that are familiar, what we call enumeration types or Boolean types for 
features. You create a feature tree that looks like very traditional feature tree, like in terms of defining a 
feature where you can choose one and only one value, we call that enumeration and we put radio buttons 
on the graphical visual, so it’s clear to them. This is like define a set, you teach them how to do that, you 
teach them how to think in terms of the set type which is, if multiple selections use the checkbox in the 
list…, if Boolean then it is a single checkbox. So by doing this, we sort of guide them by usually saying, 
use an enumeration for what you just told me or use a set type, and basically get them to capture 1 or 2 
of those.” 
 
By the end of this initial feature-capturing process, the interviewee encourages the modeller to return to 
the flip chart and draw an initial feature model that captures the identified features in their domain, and 
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guides them to subsequently update the model to include only the appropriate feature choices or 
decisions. Finally, a small initial GEARS feature-model prototype that matches the client’s requirements 
is constructed. This process of feature-model construction using the top-down approach is described 
below by the interviewee: 
 “You know, if you are doing management systems for a hybrid vehicle that keeps the batteries and 
electronics cool as they are charging and discharging, then they are drawing pictures of, you know, fluid 
flowings and things like that, but they’ll start to then describe where in that picture the things are  very 
different on one situation and in another. As soon as they start that thing, then, you know, you are 
pushing them to capture those decisions or those feature choices into the feature model. So it’s a bit of a 
guided exercise or fun; you sort of to teach them how to think, how to ask, how to draw to extract those 
features. It tends to be very painful for the first day or so to get your feet on solid ground, but by the 
second day, you know, they grab the feature model that seems to be pretty solid, and then you get them to 
start instantiating, like to think about one of the systems that you built, then go through this decision 
model or feature tree and make the decisions and see if that is a natural way of representing the way you 
think about your instances. If they come across something as, ‘nah.. this is really…’, they’ll typically find 
these soft spots in the feature model, and then go and refine it  from there, but it’s usually the  validation 
of have they captured a good feature model is: can they walk through the process and say yeah, this is 
how I think about creating a new product or extend the product line. So once they can do that, then it’s 
like, we captured the thought process of building their systems.” 
 
The interview refers to the second approach as a bottom-up approach, in which the feature model is built 
from existing product-line artifacts, especially from source-code implementations, build files, and 
configuration files of products. In order to identify and extract features, the UNIX diff operator is applied 
to code clones to obtain product differences; each time a difference is identified, the reason for that 
specific code variation is analyzed:  
“So you take a module or you take a subsystem and then you just run a UNIX diff, and every place you 
find something different, we go back to that technique and go why, why is there something different 
here?; could be arbitrary variation is induced, somebody cloned a copy of the system and modified 
something just because they want to make it better, (interviewee quotes clients: ‘Yeah we modified the 
system because blah, blah, blah…’), and that’s where you start the process of, why did you implement 
that different, and then why why why why why, until you get to the essential difference. So, now you got 
variation point you can put in….” 
 
Each variation identified by the reasoning process described above is recorded as a variation point in the 
code artifact, and a corresponding feature is added into the tool’s feature-model space. Every time a 
particular feature for a product is selected in the feature model, the corresponding variation point in the 
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code artifact is included in the product’s solution space. The advantage of applying bottom-up approach 
is that it helps to map features to artifacts:  
“…So, you do both the discovery of where things are different, you introduce the variation point in the 
mapping and you capture the feature, all at the same time.” 
 
Once an initial feature model is obtained, it is validated by selecting different feature configurations and 
generating the corresponding product instance within the tool. This process checks that the feature-model 
structure is acceptable and that each generated instance possesses the expected functionalities for the 
derived product. On the contrary, if a generated instance has shortcomings, a secondary refactoring 
process is performed:  
“When you are done with that process (initial feature-model creation process), you might, now see where 
the variation is and how they are implemented, encapsulated. In case they (clients) don’t like it, I can 
eliminate variation points or make it smaller or bigger or whatever. That’s a secondary process of 
making it better, typically the first thing we’ll do is combine all the 2 or 3 copies of code of products into 
one, now that’s going in the opposite direction with our generator, make our feature decisions, and push 
the button, and GEARS will output a system. Now you run the diff with the original, and convince 
yourself that you have implemented your variation points with features correctly.” 
 
Modularization and structuring of feature models: - Most of their clients’ feature models consist of 
fewer than a thousand features. The interviewee did not specify an exact number or range for the size of 
the feature models; however, he mentioned a naval system’s feature model having 200 features. The 
heights of the feature models do not exceed more than three levels. The interviewee makes an interesting 
remark that suggests that systems, in which the number of features is in the magnitude of thousands, are 
extremely rare.  
“We haven’t seen the thousands of features yet that I hear about, other people talking about, when I hear 
those big numbers, I wonder why is there so much variability? Customers don’t think in terms of that 
much diversity in the products. So I am wondering if it’s because things haven’t been abstracted high 
enough, you end up with about 1000 or 10,000 features.” 
 
We asked about the process used to structure, name, and document features within feature models. The 
interviewee encourages modellers to have long feature names and to avoid the use of acronyms. The 
purpose of this guideline is to make it easier to understand the feature model and its contents. For each 
feature, the tool offers a description field that provides a rationale for selecting the feature. The 
interviewee claims that the description field proves quite beneficial for extending the knowledge of 
features to business and technical people, who might have limited knowledge of product features and 
who are occasionally required to work on the feature models. When we asked how the right granularity 
or abstraction level for defining features is determined, the interviewee responded that there is no clear-
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cut method or heuristic used. However, for the majority of clients, the reasoning processes used in the 
top-down and bottom-up approaches often help the interviewee in determining the right level of 
abstraction for features. In one or two cases, there was a need to include in the feature model very 
technical features, such as certain fine-grained debugging features (details not available) for a server 
product line developed for an online vacation-rental marketing system.  
 
We asked about how teams reach consensus on overlapping feature concepts and inconsistent 
terminology used across multiple feature models that are maintained by multiple teams. The interviewee 
described a new capability within the GEARS framework called a mixin, which is the extracted set of 
features that can be shared across two subsystems. If a feature overlap occurs between sub-systems, a 
mixin is created such that features are imported into the mixin from the overlapping sub systems by 
eliminating duplicate features and feature conflicts, if any. However, the interviewee indicates that it is 
difficult to avoid feature conflicts and inconsistent representations of the same feature in cases that 
involve lots of feature models. In these cases, most of the teams tend to focus only on their own feature 
models because they do not have a detailed understanding of the features that are spread across multiple 
sub systems.  
 
We asked if multiple feature-model views are requested by clients, and if this capability is supported 
within the framework. The interviewee described three feature model views that are offered by the tool: 
(a) a plain-text view with feature names, types, and description field; (b) a structured-textual view with 
drop-down menus for selecting predefined data types for features; and (c) a graphical view which 
visually depicts the hierarchical structure of the feature model.  The interviewee said that a few clients 
have expressed interest in additional feature views that could be useful to non-technical users, such as 
managers or business people.  
 
Feature dependencies, data types, and cross-cutting relations: - To support feature dependencies and 
groupings, the GEARS framework supports four basic types of feature and feature aggregations: (a) an 
enumeration type in which exactly one sub-feature is chosen from a set of sub-features owned by a 
feature; (b) a set type in which zero or more features are chosen from a set of sub-feature choices owned 
by a feature; (c) a record type in which all sub-features of a feature are chosen; and (d) a Boolean type 
which applies to a single feature, in which the feature is either selected or left unselected. Each feature 
can be of integer, Boolean, float, or string type.  Default values for features can be specified for the most 
commonly used features, leaving less-used features undefined. Cross-cutting relations between features 
are supported in the form of assertions, which are expressed using propositional logic formulae. The 
interviewee says that modellers tend to limit their use of assertions to those unexpected situations or bad 
feature combinations that are to be avoided (specific details regarding such situations are unavailable): 
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“The use of constraints, we call them assertions, tend to be pretty limited…, so, it’s for whatever reason 
people put things in to protect for the really awful things from happening. But usually, what they are 
doing is, they create a instance of your feature model and that becomes a persistent thing that gets used 
over and over and over again during the development.. Assertions to avoid the real bad stuff are: when 
they come across unexpected problems, they’ll put that into assertions to see that, that never happens 
again.” 
 
Configuring feature models: - GEARS uses feature profiles to manage large numbers of feature 
combinations among their clients’ feature models. The lead designer for each sub-system defines a 
feature profile by restricting the features choices allowed within that sub-system feature model; these 
feature choices are available to other teams. To derive a new product instance, the application engineer 
selects sets of feature profiles. The interviewee emphasizes that this feature-profiling capability of the 
tool helps the client companies to reduce and manage an explosive number of feature combinations 
within their sub-system feature models.  
“You might have 10 or 20 features in your subsystem, which, if you do the multiplication it could be 
huge, billions, trillions number of atoms in the universe, whatever. But, those people (refers to the lead 
designers from client companies) decide how many combinations to expose to the next level up, so 
through defining feature profiles they say: ‘out of all those possible combinations, 23 of these are 
interesting; those are the ones that we will test, that we will build, and will guarantee that will work’. So 
now, instead of having billions of possible combinations of 20 features, I just exposed a linear list of 23 
off the shelf assemblies of that component… So the profile is, I instantiate my feature model with a set of 
those choices, I give that sort of choices a name, and that’s the profile. So now, somebody at the next 
highest level gets to say: I can choose this profile, this profile, but I’ve never seen the internal features 
(refers to features within sub system-feature models).”  
 
Evolution of the feature models: - The interview included a few questions on the stability of feature 
models and the types and frequency of changes that occur in feature models. For the majority of clients, 
feature models evolve frequently, mostly because of feature additions and refactorings. In most cases, 
these changes do not significantly affect the structure of the feature model, except in large-scale systems 
(e.g., the automotive manufacturer mentioned earlier whose product line comprises more than 300 sub 
systems). In this automotive case, a large number of refactorings compels the modellers to frequently 
reorganize their feature sets either by renaming features or by using alternative ways for ordering 
features in the feature-model hierarchy. When the addition of a new feature affects other features or the 
existing structure of the feature model, the interviewee encourages the modellers to first add the single 
feature to the feature model, and then update the related profile(s) and variation point(s).  
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Mapping to artifacts: - Variation points are used within the framework to map features to product-line 
artifacts (especially source-code artifacts). Each variation point specifies a mapping between a set of one 
or more features and the corresponding product-line artifacts, expressed using a specialized logical 
language.  
 
The client companies use a variety of mechanisms to realize variability within product-line artifacts, 
including #IFDEFs, inheritance, annotations, build flags, and configuration-file settings. The interviewee 
recalls configuration files being the most commonly used and #IFDEFs being the least preferred:  
“It’s been bad enough... Nobody will ever use the #IFDEFs...No one actually uses #IFDEFs, so, we see 
runtime configuration, with configuration files it is pretty common. “ 
Interviewer: “so you configure or generate those configuration files or..?” 
“That’s the first place to start (refers to the generation of configuration files), you automatically fill in 
values in configuration file, the problem with that is, now you have no… you don’t have explicit 
boundaries around your variation points, if something in the code and I can’t tell the difference between 
product-line variability and normal conditionals within that code. So, we encourage people to go in and 
take those configuration settings that makes sense, and then  replacing the code that refers to a runtime 
configuration, turn it into a static explicit piece of variation point, now that I can scan my code and see 
where that product line variation point exists, you know, querying GEARS and show me all the places 
that feature X actually impacts my system if you have a configuration file only, then that shows up is the 
entry in the configuration file.” 
 
One interview question focused on whether and how the client companies derive test cases from feature-
model configurations. Most of the client companies manage their test cases the same way that they 
manage other product-line assets that have variation: 
“..basically if I can pull out a functionality in my implementation by turning feature off, then 
simultaneously want to pull out the test cases, that test that capability, so you’ve implemented the test 
cases exactly the same way as you do in your code or in your requirements.” 
 
B. Benefits and Challenges  
There are a few interesting remarks from the interviewee concerning the advantages of feature 
modelling, the adoption of a product-line approach, the use of their variability-tool framework, as well as 
the feature extraction and modelling techniques used to train the client companies’ modellers or 
designers.  
 
The interviewee described how his company’s 3-day training project helps modellers to employ both top-
down and bottom-up feature-model construction approaches for extracting and modelling features. This 
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project helped to shift the thought processes of the modellers from being product based to being product-
line based, where the modellers consider features to cross-cut across all products.  
“If we send them (clients) a copy of GEARS and a copy of the user’s guide, and we give them the WebEx, 
they just do awful things, just always a failure because people don’t, they never learn how to think this 
way. But, we found that if you can get them through the 3-day training class… We call it the SPL 
epiphany and this thing just goes off and you see the little white bulb, you know, go on in their heads, 
and I don’t know exactly what the deal is, but they get this realization of getting away from features, 
from product, separate ways of thinking, and they just tilt their head 90 degrees and see the world like 
features that cut across all the products. And as soon as that happens, and you have taught them enough 
good techniques on those 3 days to capture a feature model, and you leave them with something we feel 
comfortable with, and then they usually continue and create something that’s pretty good.” 
 
The interviewee observed that developers and engineers are interested in using variability-management 
techniques, such as refactoring, because these techniques can reduce their development effort and the 
size of their code artifacts considerably:  
“By our measure is how efficient people can get their work done…So, we observed this really interesting 
behaviour that natural human laziness will cause good things to happen. People refactor their variation 
points so that they can go home 5’o clock instead 6’o clock, then anything that makes their life easier in 
a product line setting, they’re refactoring, they’re reducing, they are making better use of their variation 
management techniques, so you observe this in a couple of places that made over the course of the first 2 
or 3 years. You actually have the total lines of code in the system just constantly going down, and they 
drop by 30% or more over the course of 2 years; even though you are adding more features and more 
products and more variants, your code’s shrinking. It’s just that human laziness is making a really good 
thing happen. So that’s really surprising, that sort of suggested something really good about the way you 
were making people work.” 
  
4.2.6 Case Study 6: pure::variants from pure systems 
Similar to case study 5, this case study involves a tool builder that has seven years of experience 
developing product-line management technologies for modelling and configuring variability in software 
product lines. Their main focus is on improving the reusability of product-line assets. Their product, 
pure::variants, supports variability management at different stages in product-line development, 
including requirements, design, architecture, and implementation. pure::variants uses feature modelling 
to model and configure variability. New extensions are currently being added to integrate this tool with 
other modelling environments, such as AUTOSAR and UML-based models. We interviewed 2 
employees: one who holds a director position and another who holds a managing director position with 
the company. Both interviewees also consult on product-line projects, especially for embedded systems. 
Both interviewees are actively involved in the promotion of pure::variants and have played major roles in 
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the design and development of pure::variants. In order to separate the interviewees’ viewpoints and avoid 
loss of information, we describe each interview separately. We conclude with a comparison between the 
interviews. The first interview was conducted and transcribed in German and then translated into 
English, and the second interview was conducted in English  
 
4.2.6.1 Interview 1  
This interviewee has more than eight years of experience in variability modelling, especially on 
embedded-system projects. The practices described below are based on the interviewee’s experiences, 
mainly with industrial projects involving the company’s clients. 
 
A. Variability Modelling and Realization 
Creation of variability model: - The interviewee described two common approaches to construct feature 
models. The first is similar to the top-down approach described by the GEARS interviewee, in which the 
features are identified from requirements and the feature model is constructed. According to the 
interviewee, this method is usually used by those client companies that prefer to keep their feature 
model(s) separate from implementation-specific details – such as original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) (e.g. automotive companies) that have a clearly defined product structure and requirements. 
Depending on the client company’s interests, the feature model(s) may or may not be configured to 
derive products in the later development phases.   
 
The second approach is similar to the bottom-up approach described by the GEARS interviewee, where a 
feature model(s) is constructed by extracting features from existing sources, such as any form of existing 
internal variability models (e.g., an Excel spreadsheet or a database of parameters), or existing product-
line artifacts. In the first case, the customer has some form of internal variability models already built; 
these models often have fine-grained variability elements (e.g., parameters) that can be analyzed to 
identify features, with which one can construct the feature model. In the second case, experts analyze 
product-line artifacts (especially, source-code artifacts) to identify features based on product differences; 
analyses include comparing the status of #IFDEF variables, code branches, or code versions associated 
with different products. 
“For many (clients) it is basically an internal variability modelling in some form: Excel spreadsheet and 
so on. They have, so to say, such things exist, those who already had a certain idea, which they extended, 
which is more or less compatible, and which they work up (means to process, improve, to work with for 
improvement). That is one of the sources, which basically, the granularity there is finer than what a 
feature is, because it's often parameter-oriented and represents a much more fine-grained level of detail 
than what a usual feature model is. It's about combining, copying, structuring. That's one of the kinds (of 
customers). These are those who are relatively advanced already. And then there're those, where it's 
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source-code-based. That is, there, the source code, in multiple forms (representations), is analyzed and 
worked up. Basically you know how, #IFDEF is, so to say, the one classical form… likely in combination 
with branches and textual comparisons. That is the embedded world. Those who basically have put 
everything in code without having any real formalization… there's typically some more work (e.g. 
refactoring) necessary, since the differences in source code are no features.” 
 
When asked whether the top-down or the bottom-up approaches are used most often and are most 
successful, the interviewee responded that the approach used depends on the client company’s interests. 
The interviewee presented an interesting comparison between the two approaches, based on who within 
the client company handles the process of constructing the feature model. The bottom-up approach is 
more successful with developers and technical people, whereas the top-down approach is preferred by 
domain experts. The two approaches result in very different feature models of the same system.  
“It is often, (clients) tried to do both, and one or the other is more successful. When one lets the 
technicians (technical guys) do it, then the development from bottom to top is more successful. In turn, 
letting developers do the derivation from the requirements is rather difficult. And in turn, the same 
happens when you let the domain requirements experts do something like that. Then, they of course 
describe it from their view. Thus, you get very different models when they basically work on the same 
system. Respectively, one group is not able to directly derive it from the other's input. That was also an 
experience at least in one project, where the others (technical guys) were not able to create useful 
feature models on the basis of the requirements on which they develop the systems, but rather from 
looking at their code.” 
 
Modularization and structuring of feature models: - Feature models constructed using the top-down 
approach consist of relatively abstract features and typically have fewer than a hundred features. In 
contrast, feature models built using the bottom-up approach have relatively technical or fine-grained 
features and the number of features can be on the order of hundreds of features (typically between 500-
1000). According to the interviewee, the smallest feature model that went into production had 50-60 
features; it is not clear if this feature model was created using the top-down or the bottom-up approach. 
The largest feature model had 5000 features; however, it did not go into production due to restructuring 
and timing constraints (details are not available regarding these constraints). Feature models have an 
average height of 3-5 levels, with the exception of one case, which had more than 10 levels; not many 
details are available regarding this specific case. The interviewee reported that the feature models are 
usually very flat. In the interviewee’s opinion, flat feature models are less desirable. One reason could be 
that such feature models require the need to introduce additional cross-tree constraints, which might lead 
to more complex models. The feature models include mostly functional features, although quality (non 
functional) features that have a direct impact on functional features are also sometimes modelled. As a 
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side note, the interviewee suggests that there is no relevant distinction between functional and quality 
features.   
“This discussion comes up often, but on the feature level, there's no difference. For me, it's a completely 
artificial differentiation between so-to-say non-functional and functional features. Why is safety, so-to-
say, a non-functional requirement? I mean, it has clear impact on the architecture and has to be 
implemented. I disagree a bit here. The fact that something has influence on architecture doesn't make it 
a functional requirement. That is, non-functional requirements, such as performance, maintainability, 
etc. always influence the architecture… Performance as well, when it has a technical impact. I mean, 
you can say everywhere "I have a feature that expresses that the system is fast", but it doesn't have a 
connection to it, then you don't need it, of course. But usually, you can decide, e.g. through the hardware 
that you employ, etc. It's only about representing variations, and not when a non-functional feature 
requires variation in the realization.” 
 
Although pure::variants supports modularization of feature models, the interviewee says that most clients 
construct a single feature model. The only exception is the project mentioned earlier that had 5000 
features. In this case, there was a single top-level feature model (or super model) and 50 smaller sub-
models. The super model represented a course-grained view of the domain and modelled mainly 
commonalities among the products; the number of features was in the order of hundreds. The sub-models 
typically had fewer than a hundred features each. The sub-models had references to the super model, but 
not vice-versa. A hierarchical naming schema based on path names is used to name features; that is, each 
feature had a long name, which combined the names of its ancestors. This naming schema helped the 
developers to avoid naming inconsistencies or collisions between features. The interviewee mentioned 
that certain features were shared between the sub-models.  
Feature dependencies, data types, and cross-cutting relations: - Among feature-dependency relations, 
alternative groups are the most commonly used, where XOR groups are used more frequently than OR 
groups. Boolean is the most commonly used data type for features. Features sometimes have enumerated 
attributes attached to them. The tool provides a DefaultSelect mechanism that allows users to specify 
default values of features. Unfortunately, this mechanism is less frequently used, and we could not get 
more details about the mechanism from the interviewee.  
 
Their clients’ feature models include very few cross-tree constraints, with the most common constraints 
being requires and conflicts. However, the interviewee says that more constraints are used in the family 
model to restrict combinations of the same product. These constraints are simple Boolean expressions or 
conditional expressions joined by AND/OR relations. In addition, a feature model can contain soft 
constraints (or weak relations), such as recommends, that convey the preference for choosing one feature 
over another. The interviewee suggests that these weak relations help the DefaultSelect mechanism to 
select the best available default values for features when a feature configuration is partial. 
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Mapping to artifacts: - A family model is used to model product-line artifacts and to map artifacts to 
feature model(s). The most common product-line artifacts are source-code files (mainly C/C++ and 
occasionally Java files) and configuration files. Feature models are mapped to the artifacts using simple 
Boolean constraints. There are two representations used for the family model: (a) a single model 
(otherwise called a base model) that presents an overview of commonalities and variabilities in the 
artifacts, and (b) annotations within the artifacts that express variabilities (usually in the form of variation 
points). In the project that had 5000 features, the interviewee reported that every feature sub-model was 
associated with a family model. The super-model had no corresponding family model.  
 
Although the interviewee indicates that many mechanisms are being used to realize variability in 
product-line artifacts, #IFDEFs are the most common. He says that developers often had bad experiences 
using #IFDEFs, and hence #IFDEFs are less desirable. In some cases, alternatives to #IFDEFs are used – 
such as by deferring the binding time to runtime in configuration files (IFDEFs supporting static binding 
time only), or by adding #includes.  
“Well, basically everything is used, I mean, everything what is available is used. Well, those mechanisms 
with which the developers made good experiences. #IFDEFs, yes, of course they appear…. #IFDEFs are 
of course well spread, yes. But, we now have customers that limited themselves in the implementation, 
and therefore were able to forego #IFDEFs, in exchange for the possibility that they can decide over the 
binding time. This basically means that they cannot use a #IFDEF anymore, because there it's static, and 
that fits for them...” 
 
Although configuration files are pre-generated (statically), a majority of clients currently prefer to use 
these files dynamically. The interviewee had a couple of discussions with client companies regarding the 
customization of configuration files. For example, a few clients expressed interest in abstracting 
configuration parameters away from technical details, allowing them to alter the parameters as required. 
“We already had discussions, how can I abstract from that (configuration parameters), when it's bound 
and how we, so-to-say, get a certain level of abstraction from the technical realization and provide a 
uniform view. But, I cannot see any tool that currently has the optimal solution. But, that is what will 
come. I mean, when it's rather model-based, then there's not a big difference. When one has the model-
based thinking, then there's no difference how it's represented. You only see the parameter or the setting 
or the variation points. The mechanisms are more hidden, than with a #IFDEF, where it's quite explicit. 
Basically, that's what interest people.” 
 
4.2.6.2 Interview 2  
This interviewee works on improving the architecture of the tool chain. In addition to consulting and tool 
promotion, he assists with adding new capabilities to the tool chain. He is involved in both academic and 
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industrial product-line projects, which mainly include automotive systems, server-based systems, and 
wind-power measurement systems. 
  
A. Variability Modelling and Realization 
Creation of the variability model: - This interviewee mentioned using both the top-down and bottom-up 
approaches described by the first interviewee to construct their clients’ feature models. He indicated that 
the top-down approach is used when consulting with modellers or designers from client companies. 
“We have some idea about architecture, about product, or possibilities, which product should have, and 
then we have some feature in mind what we can create, quite easy to fit this feature that feature into the 
model, and to say.. something should be in every product and… something is special to the customer, or 
we have some features which all products have. But it’s mostly structural…” 
 
The interviewee described an additional source to build feature models for the bottom-up approach 
described by the first interviewee, despite existing artifacts: a feature model can sometimes be 
constructed from existing internal models (termed ‘solution models’ by the interviewee) that have 
variabilities (e.g., a database containing variable parameters). He mentioned that these internal solution 
models can sometimes be augmented with information from the artifacts; for instance, a new parameter 
can be added to the parameter database based on a corresponding #IFDEF variable. The interviewee 
helps modellers to build feature model(s) by capturing features from the artifacts or solution models. In 
some cases, specialists manually mark differences in the code fragments belonging to different products. 
For each marked difference, the developers then decide if a new feature, sub-feature, or a new attribute is 
to be created in the feature model. Once the feature model(s) is constructed using pure::variants, the 
interviewee helps the modellers to associate the feature model(s) with the artifacts or the solution models 
in the pure::variants configuration space. 
 
Modularization and structuring of feature models: - The interviewee indicates that features are usually 
of a technical nature, especially when the bottom-up approach is used where features are identified based 
on technical differences that exist between the products. The interviewee points out that each feature or a 
set of related features should represent some coherent unit of functionality.  
“There should be clear functionality which should be expressed as a feature, or by the feature tree; I 
would say, because there can be sub-features or options. But, there should be a clear functionality. I 
think, sometimes we see features like CPU types for instance, so, in my opinion it is not a good feature. I 
would say, it (CPU type) must be something like an attribute (with different values), because it makes 
different behaviour.., it is not really a feature to plan on…, there’s something different, but it is not a 
feature.” 
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According to the interviewee, the sizes of feature models have been manageable for all projects until 
now. The number of features in a feature model is on the order of hundreds for both industrial and 
academic projects. As an example, the interviewee mentions an academic braking-system project with 
180 features and a current industrial project (consisting of 12 products) with 120 features. There is no 
mention of any cases where modularization is being applied in industrial or academic projects. However, 
the interviewee describes the concept of configuration space in pure::variants, which is used to 
modularize a feature model into sub-models. In addition, the tool allows a user to rank the sub-models to 
specify the order in which sub-models should be configured for deriving products (similar to staged 
configuration). 
“We have so called configuration spaces, where we can find which feature models work together, you 
can have any number of feature models in your project and then in configuration space;  you say this 
model, this model, this model, are needed for configuration and you can also give them rank which is 
something like hierarchical, say: this is most top feature model thus needs to be evaluated first,  and this 
is evaluated second, and so on. So, you can verify results from the top model, next level, and so you can 
see models which push the decisions down to the system; you can exactly say where some architectural 
model pushes some decisions into the functional model or something like that… We have very loose 
coupling here; when we write feature models, we can verify features, any feature you like in your rules; 
so, you get warnings if feature cannot be found, so we look into the project and we search for models… 
then we can combine the features. This is some kind of reusing feature models: you can combine 
differences by using configuration spaces… ” 
 
We asked how feature terminology is kept consistent in projects with multiple business units or teams. In 
most cases, modelling teams agree among themselves, and the interviewee helps the modelling teams to 
integrate their respective features and their relations in an integrated feature model. 
 
The interviewee indicates that pure::variants allows users to set permissions on feature models, which is 
a capability used mainly for server-based projects. For instance, one can set read permissions on certain 
features, such that only specific users or development groups are able to view those features. It is also 
possible for a user to set configuration permissions that restrict users’ feature selections. The effect is 
similar to staged configuration, where a feature model is partially configured based on pre-defined 
constraints.  
 
Feature dependencies, data types, and cross-cutting relations: - The most frequently used feature 
dependencies are alternative groups, especially OR groups, and optional features. The most commonly 
used data type for features is Boolean. Attributes can be attached to features, as indicated by the first 
pure::variants interviewee. Each feature has one of three states during configuration: (a) selected, which 
means that the feature is included in the configuration, (b) excluded, which means that the feature is not 
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included in the configuration, and (c) unselected, which means that no decision has been made about 
whether to include the feature. During configuration, default values are automatically set for unselected 
features by the tool’s validation engine.  
 
Cross-tree constraints between features include mainly 1:1 relations, such as requires, excludes, and 
recommends, and 1:n relations, which are specified using Boolean expressions. According to the 
interviewee, soft constraints, such as the recommends relation, are useful for choosing default values for 
unselected features during configuration. The interviewee indicates that the tool uses a simple constraint 
language based on Prolog that allows users to write Boolean expressions and simple AND/OR relations 
over Boolean expressions. However, there are a few cases in which customers request complex rules, 
such as conditions to ensure that the maximum size of memory will not be exceeded. In these cases, the 
interviewee mentions that his company offers certain custom-specific functions in Prolog, or provides an 
extension to the Prolog constraint language within the tool chain (details on these complex-rule handling 
functionalities of the tool are not available). 
 
Mapping to artifacts: - The tool uses the concept of a configuration space to model product-line artifacts 
and to map artifacts to the feature model(s). The product-line artifacts are modelled using family models, 
otherwise known as solution models. The main product-line artifacts supported are source-code artifacts, 
which mainly include C/C++ files, build scripts and makefiles. Both static and dynamic configurations 
are allowed within the tool’s configuration space.  
 
The interviewee presents an elaborated discussion on cross-tree constraints (rules) that exist (a) between 
features, (b) between family models in the tool’s configuration space, and (c) between feature models 
and family models. He indicates that the family (solution) models tend to be very large and difficult to 
manage. The tool provides an auto-resolver that resolves conflicts among constraints during 
configuration. The auto-resolver presents to the users warnings of potential feature conflicts and assists 
users with possible choices for resolving the conflict(s). If the user proceeds with configuration without 
resolving conflicts, the auto-resolver automatically will select the best available solution, based on a set 
of internally-coded BDD rules and the nature of the conflict(s): 
“If we have error, we get normal solutions. We have an auto hand-coded auto-resolver part, which takes 
the errors from the validation engine and tries to find some classified faults, and possible solution, select 
them, and again tries to use some internal rules to find some (better) solution for this. We are also able 
to auto-select stuff, if we have errors; so, you get mostly the best model we know. We can also process all 
errors, using BDD… it’s programming to get all the list of errors which the validation engine returns, 
and then try to find solution for some known cases. It (engine) tries as long as some maximal limit of 
tries, and if we find no more changes in the relationship’s conflict, there’s nothing to change anymore, 
then it stops, and gives us the validation. So, you get always minimal errors to user back, everything can 
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be automatically calculated. We can also resolve, if user makes some mistakes; at the same time, you can 
also disable the auto-resolver in the tool.” 
 
The same Prolog constraint language is used for writing constraints between the features within a feature 
model, between artifact elements in the family models, and between feature models and family models. 
The interviewee usually advises his customers to include simple Boolean rules in the feature model, and 
to include implementation-specific rules in the family models. The interviewee says that certain 
constraints in a feature model can be implicitly deduced from constraints or rules on artifacts in the 
family model, based on implication; this helps to reduce the number of cross-tree constraints in feature 
models.  
 
In most cases, a large number of rules are specified in family models. For instance, the interviewee 
mentions a total of 130,000 rules defined for the family models in his current project: 
“…130,000 rules or something like this on the solution, this means there are 130,000 differences…We 
have rules based on differences in the solution model, there are attributes that are used for feature 
references… Take one product, bring this to the model, and then you take another one and merge this 
into the same model, and everywhere you find differences merge elements, or say there wasn’t elements 
that just was not there before; in this case, then we create a provision for this element… I would say, 
may be maximum 5% or 7% (refers to the percentage of constraints), because if you also model source 
code patches, lot of files exist already for compiling…, we model things like header files which defines 
variables, we have more rules because we only model variables, they are mostly changeable by features 
and then you have every element… so, we have lot more rules in the solution models than we have (in the 
feature model)… That is, every time you see element (attribute), where you say you have attribute name 
a,b,c,d,e, and then we have restrictions on their combination of values, so, you get something like 204 
restrictions with these attributes…” 
B. Interesting Remarks and Recommendations 
Interestingly, the interviewee reports that the modellers and engineers in client companies often 
experience difficulty switching their mindset from a product-based scenario to a product-line scenario, 
and to think in terms of features:  
“There were teams working before it … there was a lot of existing code which needed to be transferred 
into something that can be used by product line, and until then, you cannot start the featurization (to 
identify features and build a feature model). We have to first put this code together in some form, and 
then it is easier and also for the people for beginning to think in terms of the products. It is one of the 
biggest problems in some companies: they come and develop products, they think in products and not 
product lines, it is quite hard for them to switch, to implement features, they implement products.” 
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In another interesting remark, the interviewee recommends that feature models be domain-specific to 
improve the communication among various product-line development teams and improve the 
understanding and configuration of features within a specific domain. 
“…because you can model feature model, independent from solution models, you cannot always say you 
can change the feature models, but you happen to make solutions because we don’t know all the models 
which are needed for a configuration… This was a decision to make easy means of feature models. I 
think you know, for Windows, Linux, ‘maker of features’, if you have something to do with software, you 
can mostly see the feature model which contains operating system features, and why is that there is no 
operating system feature model, which is always useful. If such a model exists, then you can simply 
integrate it into your configuration and the features can be verified. And so, if you talk about the 
Windows feature, you need exactly this feature from this operating system or that feature…, users would 
love it… I think it’s something which you need sometime… standardized feature models for standardized 
problems…something like AUTOSAR, more easy to provide information and configure system.” 
 
4.2.6.1 Comparison of Results from Interview 1 and Interview 2  
In this section, we compare the responses of the two interviewees from pure::variants. This helps us to 
obtain a complete picture of the variability-modelling practices adopted by the company’s clients, and to 
cross-verify the feature-model data, such as size of feature models, types of dependencies and cross-tree 
constraints, modularization of feature models, feature data types, and so on.  
 
Both interviewees hold top positions in this company, and each possesses more than seven years of 
experience in variability modelling, especially with embedded-system projects. They both have 
participated extensively in the design and development of the company’s tool chain, and they work 
actively to spread and promote the use of the tool chain. Table 5 presents a comparison of the 
interviewees’ responses about feature models. We found that there are a lot of similarities between the 
interviewees’ responses, and hardly any contradictions, which gives us, confidence in the validity of the 
feature-model data. Regarding the approaches for feature-model construction, the interviewees indicate 
that both bottom-up and top-down methods are used, depending on the interest of the client company. 
The two variability sources (internal variability model and product-line artifacts) are used to identify and 
extract features in the bottom-up approach. Both interviewees report that (a) the data type used for 
features is mostly Boolean, (b) alternative feature groups are used frequently, (c) default values can be 
specified for features, (d) soft constraints (e.g., recommends) can be specified, and (e) features can be 
annotated with attributes.  
 
Both interviewees confirm the use of family models to represent artifacts in the solution space, and the 
use of simple Boolean expressions to map feature models to family models. In addition, interviewee 2 
describes two distinct family-model representations for product-line artifacts. Both interviewees report 
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on different mechanisms used to realize variability in product-line artifacts, and confirm that #IFDEFs 
are the least preferred among their clients. Data from both interviews suggest that both static and 
dynamic configurations are used, while static configurations are the most common. 
 
Feature Model Comparison  
Entity 
Interviewee 1 Interviewee 2 
Size of feature model Bottom-up: on the order of a couple of 100s 
(500-1000) 
Top-down: around 100 
On the order of a couple of 100s; 
makes no distinction between the sizes 
of feature models that are constructed 
top-down versus bottom-up; however, 
indicates that bottom-up is used 
commonly 
Height of the feature model 3-5 levels, except one case with >10 levels 3-4 levels 
Type of features Mostly functional features, some quality 
features that impact functional features 
Functional features 
Feature granularity Bottom-up: fine-grained technical features 
Top-down: more abstract features 
Fine-grained technical features; makes 
no distinction between top-down and 
bottom-up feature models in terms of 
feature granularity 
Dependencies within feature 
model 
Alternative groups are frequent; OR groups 
less frequenlty used 
Alternative groups are frequent 
Cross-tree constraints Very few cross-tree constraints; typically 
requires, conflicts, recommends relations; 
simple Boolean expressions or sets of 
Boolean expressions joined by AND/OR  
Very few cross-tree constraints; 
typically requires, excludes, 
recommends relations; simple Boolean 
expressions or set of Boolean 
expressions joined by AND/OR 
Modularization of feature 
models 
One feature model in most cases, except 1 
case with 5000 features, which is 
decomposed into 1 super model and 50 
reusable sub-models 
No indication if modularization of 
feature models is used by the client 
companies; but the interviewee 
mentions pure::variants capability for 
relating multiple feature models 
hierarchically, using the concept of 
configuration spaces  
Data type, Attribute type Mostly Boolean features; features can have 
attributes of enumerated type  
Mostly Boolean features; features can 
have attributes of basic types 
 
Table 5: Comparison of interview 1 and interview 2 
 
4.3 Discussion of Interview Results and Findings 
We have reported the processes, methods, tools, and the related practices regarding variability modelling 
and product-line development within six organizations. All interviewees have extensive experience (>3 
years) with product lines and variability models (especially, feature models), and all of them have 
acknowledged the value of using feature models to represent variability. In this section, we summarize 
and compare the practices and identify common trends, benefits, and challenges, as well as present 
interesting observations. We discuss these practices with respect to the two main variability topics 
mentioned earlier in section 4.1: (a) variability modelling and realization, and (b) benefits, challenges 
and recommendations. In the following, we refer to each subject as company ‘n’ according to its 
respective case study number ‘n’ (for example, company 1 refers to the subject in case study 1), except 
for the tool builders (case study 5 and case study 6), to which we be refer by their names. 
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Both tool builders and companies 2 and 3 assist their clients in building the clients’ product lines, 
including the construction of variability models. Hence, their practices concern more than one product 
line belonging to the same or multiple domains.  In contrast, companies 1 and 4 have developed their 
own individual product lines, transitioning from a traditional software-development approach to a 
product-line approach and transferring most of their artifacts to one or more product-line platforms. 
Since these two companies are the only subjects who developed their own product lines, we have 
detailed information on only their product-line adoption strategies and product structure; this information 
is rather limited or is unavailable for other companies who assist their clients, especially with respect to 
feature-model construction and variability realization.  
 
A. Variability modelling and Realization 
Below, we compare the companies’ approaches to product-line adoption, variability-model creation, 
modularization and structuring of variability models, evolution of variability models, variability 
realization in artifacts, and the mapping of artifacts to variability models.  
 
Practices on product-line adoption:  
Developers at company 1 familiarized themselves with the research on product-line development and 
variability modelling, mainly through attending workshops and conferences. This company followed a 
systematic approach to product-line development, and has achieved a 100% platform for all of its 
products. They have written about their success stories and have disclosed those practices that aided 
them to achieve better results. A few of their success factors include: (i) a separate product-line team 
dedicated to ensuring that all products are built from reusable artifacts and are supported by the product-
line platform; and (ii) a strong symbiotic relationship between the product-line team and the development 
teams.  
 
Similar to company 1, company 2’s developers studied existing product-line development methods and 
processes, and followed a systematic approach to product-line development. Unlike company 1, which 
has many divisions and levels of authority, company 2 is a small independent company that owns a small 
product line (40 features), which is used internally within the organization to assist their clients.  The 
development is done mostly by a team of two people and therefore, in our opinion, their transformation 
to a product-line approach was relatively easy. For instance, the interviewee suggests that they did not 
even consider splitting into multiple teams; whereas they recommend division of responsibilities in 
larger companies. In contrast to companies 1 and 2, company 4’s decision to adopt product lining was 
not a conscious effort, but rather an evolutionary process that happened through the course of 10-15 
years.  As mentioned earlier, interviewees from both tool builders and company 3 do not have detailed 
insight into the process that motivated these companies’ clients to adopt a product-line approach. 
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Practices on variability-model construction process: 
All of the interviewees’ companies use feature modelling in their product-line projects, except company 
3, which uses feature models in only one of its projects.  This confirms that feature modelling is the most 
popular notation used for variability modelling; hence, our discussion on variability modelling is 
confined to feature models. Please see Table 6 for a summary of variability models, tools, types of 
product-line artifacts, and variability realization mechanisms used by the six companies.  
The information available on the feature-model creation process is more elaborate for the tool-builder 
companies, compared to the available information about the other subjects’ processes. The reasons for 
this may be that the main focus of the tool builders is to assist their clients with feature-model 
construction by using their respective tool frameworks. Developers from both tool builders follow two 
similar generic approaches to feature identification and feature-model construction for their clients: (a) a 
top-down approach that constructs a feature model from (mostly) requirements, and (b) a bottom-up 
approach that builds a feature model from existing solution-based artifacts. We did not find any 
significant differences between the two tool builders in the usage of these approaches, despite the 
mention of an additional source to build feature models for the bottom-up approach by pure::variants 
(interview 2). It is interesting to note that one of the interviewees from pure::variants reports that the 
success of the two techniques is based on who within their client companies handles the process of 
feature-model construction.  
 
Developers from company 2 build their own internal feature models to represent the variabilities that 
exist in their clients' applications. The features are identified based on discussions with the clients. 
Although this company does not share its feature models with its clients, it uses the feature models to 
help clients in managing and deriving their products. In the case of company 1, there is a domain expert 
responsible for building the feature model. Similar to company 2, company 1’s feature model is built 
through discussions with different development teams, and they use the feature model mainly for the 
automatic derivation of products. Although, company 1’s interviewee did not provide information on the 
feature-model creation process, we were able to learn from one of the company’s publications [57] that 
they typically use the bottom-up approach.   
 
Company 3 uses feature models as a means to express component variabilities better, in order to 
overcome modelling difficulties when using textual DSLs. Hence, the features are fine-grained and are 
matched mostly to component functionalities. Recall that the company developed a feature model for the 
insurance project and used DSLs to model variability in all other projects. The above observation 
suggests that company 3, having more expertise in DSL, adopted feature modelling to better represent 
certain kind of variabilities that were otherwise less expressive or more difficult to model using DSLs. 
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Although the interviewee from company 4 says that they use feature models, we are not sure if the 
interviewee refers to a graphical feature model versus a database containing a list of optional and 
mandatory features. Our suspicions are based on certain company practices, as reported by the 
interviewee, which include: (1) absence of feature grouping, (2) absence of a feature-modelling tool, (3) 
absence of any formal structural description of the feature models, as well as their mappings to artifacts, 
and (4) absence of any formal documentation available for feature models. It is possible that the top-level 
feature database is a list of the high-level (abstract) features, maintained by the centralized team; that the 
intermediate-level feature database is a list of relatively less-abstract features used for sub-system 
classification, maintained by an intermediate development team; and that the low-level feature databases 
are lists of leaf-level sub-system features, maintained by the respective sub-system teams.  
 
Practices on modularization and structuring of feature models: 
All companies used a single feature model to express their product-line variabilities. Multiple feature 
models are only used by company 4 (at least three different levels: top, intermediate, and low), company 
5 (especially for those clients with multiple sub-systems), and in an exceptional case reported by the 
interviewee from pure::variants. When multiple feature models are employed, the number of features in 
the product line is much larger than the numbers of features in product lines that have a single feature 
model. For instance, the largest single feature model has a total of 1100 features, whereas in the 
modularized feature models, there is on the order of hundreds of features in each feature module, and 
several thousands of features in the full product line. It is interesting to note that company 1 has 
expressed interest in modularizing its feature model to support different product types; the hold back is in 
developing a good modularized structure. 
  
The average height of the companies’ feature models is between 3-5 levels, and most of the companies 
prefer to limit the height of their feature models to this average limit. For example, company 1 prefers to 
avoid greater heights in order to keep feature models simple. Interestingly, one of the pure::variants 
interviewees advises against flat feature models, which is not the case for most of his clients. One 
possible reason for advising against flat feature models could be that they lead to additional cross-tree 
constraints, which complicates the models.  
 
All companies model mostly functional features. There is no report of nonfunctional features being 
captured in any feature models. One of the interviewees from pure-systems makes an interesting remark 
in this regard, which suggests that there is no distinction between nonfunctional and functional features, 
and that nonfunctional features with a direct impact on functional features should be modelled.  
 
Company 1 uses strategies to organize the features within a feature model, such as placing product-
specific features in one tree branch and common features in another branch. This practice might help 
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developers to more easily identify parts of the feature model that might be affected when a new product 
is added or when existing features are refactored. Company 2 also follows a similar systematic research-
based approach to arranging features in their feature model. No information is available regarding the 
feature-organization methods used by companies 3 and 4. The interviewees from the tool-builder 
companies discussed at length how they assist their clients in organizing, naming, and configuring 
features, by way of capabilities offered by their respective tool frameworks. In particular, both tool 
frameworks support multiple feature views, pre-defined feature dependency and constraint relations, and 
data types for features.  
 
Trends on feature-modelling dependencies, cross-tree relations, data-types: 
From Table 6, it is clear that feature grouping is used often by all companies, with OR and XOR groups 
being used most frequently. The only exception is company 4, which to our knowledge does not use any 
feature-modelling notation or tools. Boolean is the most commonly used feature type, presumably 
because most varaiablilities represent whether an optional feature is present in a product. Company 1 
also occasionally uses string feature types. Although both tool frameworks from the tool builders support 
all basic feature types, there is no indication that these are actually used by their clients. Both 
interviewees from pure::variants say that some clients prefer to attach attributes to features rather than 
represent structural variabilities as sub-features (e.g., modelling CPU type as an attribute rather than as a 
sub-feature). In this manner, features are used only to represent clear functionality or sub-functionality, 
and not just any characteristic of a feature. 
 
All of the interviewees’ companies limit their use of cross-tree constraints within feature models in order 
to keep the models simple. The types of cross-tree relations used are typically simple Boolean 
expressions (e.g., requires, excludes, conflicts, recommends) or multiple Boolean expressions joined by 
AND/OR relations. Companies 2 and 4 do not use any cross-tree constraints at all; instead, company 4 
expresses constraints between artifacts and feature models using informal annotations. The tool used by 
company 2 does not support cross-tree constraints. Company 1 and the tool builders expressed interest in 
documenting soft constraints that reflect how the selection of one feature is preferred to other feature 
selections. The use of soft constraints is a good practice, since these constraints help developers to obtain 
better feature configurations. pure::variants provides automated support for checking that a configuration 
satisfies feature constraints, but we do not know if this capability is appreciated or is even used by the 
company’s clients. Companies 1 and 3 use pure::variants, but they did not indicate any usage of this 
capability --- perhaps because they are unaware of this ability, or they are not interested in generating 
configurations from the feature model, or users find it hard or too complex to apply these capabilities. 
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Practices on evolution of feature models: 
The interviewees from companies 1, 2, 4 and from the tool builders commented on the evolution of 
feature models and artifacts. Feature addition is the most common type of evolution in these companies. 
Company 1 also performs feature removals, and company 4 performs refinement of existing features. 
Both of these companies update their feature model as the product line evolves: company 1 inspects and 
reviews updates to the feature model, whereas company 4 employs a change-management update 
process.  
 
It is natural that feature additions are the most common type of evolution, given that most companies 
extend their product lines by adding new products or extensions to products. However, the interval and 
the number of additions vary between and within companies. Product-line evolution typically does not 
cause major changes in the hierarchical structure of feature models. However, one of the GEARS’s 
clients had to organize its feature sets frequently by renaming features, or using alternative ways of 
ordering features in the feature-model hierarchy, or modifying feature types associated with features (few 
details are available about the restructuring process used by this client).  
  
Practices on variability realization in artifacts and mapping of artifacts to variability models: 
Code-based artifacts (usually, C, C++, or Java files) are the most common type of solution artifact used 
by all companies. In addition, company 2 maintains variable HTML, CSS, and PHP scripts, because this 
company is focused on variants of web-based applications. Among all subjects, company 4, being a 
large-scale automotive company that builds many sub-systems and frequently changing features, uses a 
large number of variable artifacts, including logic design blocks, components models, Simulink models, 
AUTOSAR models, and code-based artifacts.  
 
#IFDEF directives and IF-statements are the most commonly used variability realization mechanism in 
code artifacts. Most of the companies prefer to limit their use of #IFDEFs for various reasons. For 
instance, developers from company 1 reported that too many #IFDEFs affect code readability, and many 
of pure::variants’ clients mentioned having bad experiences with #IFDEFs (details are not available). It 
is interesting to note that pure::variants’ clients opted for dynamic binding of configuration files (using 
optimizable configuration parameters) rather than static #IFDEFs. The second most common variability-
realization mechanism used in implementations is configuration files, which are maintained in a central 
database and contain many adaptable parameters (e.g., 270 configuration parameters in the case of 
company 4).  
 
Companies 1 and 2, and most of tool builders’ clients formally mapped features to artifacts. We believe 
that a formal mapping is essential only if a company plans to automatically generate feature 
configurations and derive products, as in the case of company 1. In the case of company 3, their feature 
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model is used to express and understand their existing DSL-based variabilities, and therefore family 
models are not used even though they are supported in the feature-modelling tool. Similarly, in the case 
of company 4, feature models are used to understand product scope and functionalities and to associate 
features to artifacts; hence, the company uses informal annotations that link features to certain design 
artifacts. However, the interviewee reports that the company is interested in formalizing the annotations, 
so that it can progress towards automatic generation of products from feature models.  
 
All six companies support mostly static configurations of their product-line projects. Companies 4, 5, 
and 6 sometimes use dynamic binding. Note that company 4 and some of the tool builders' clients work 
in the automotive domain, where dynamic or run-time variability is essential, especially during start-up.    
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Variability 
Modelling and 
Realization 
Case study 1 
 
Case study 2 
 
Case study 3 
 
Case study 4 
 
Case study 5 
(GEARS) 
Case 
study 6 
(pure 
systems) 
Variability 
modelling notation 
feature 
modelling 
feature 
modelling and 
DSL 
feature 
modelling and 
DSL 
feature 
modelling, 
variability 
constructs in 
UML, 
Vector-EC, 
Simulink 
feature 
modelling 
feature 
modelling 
Units of variability features features features features features features 
Number of 
features/variability 
units 
1,100 features 
(product line 
for frequency 
converters) 
40 features 
(product line 
for web 
applications) 
100 features 
(product-line 
for insurance 
system) 
300–500 
features for 
the 
top-level 
feature 
model, 
300–800 for 
each 
subsystem 
fragment 
(product line 
for car 
models) 
on the order 
of hundreds  
on the 
order of 
hundreds 
(Interview
ee 1 
mentions 
around 
100 
features 
for top-
down 
approach) 
 
Model height  
(number of levels) 
3-4 5-6 3-4 2-3 < 3 3-5,  
except for 
1 case 
with >10 
levels 
Dependencies 
within feature 
model 
alternative 
groups: OR, 
XOR, 
mandatory, 
optional 
alternative 
groups: OR 
(frequently 
used), 
XOR, 
mandatory 
 
alternative 
groups: OR 
(frequently 
used), XOR 
(frequently 
used), 
mandatory, 
optional 
mandatory, 
optional, No 
feature 
grouping 
mentions that 
mandatory, 
optional, and 
groups are 
supported by 
the tool; does 
not mention 
which of 
these are 
used most 
often by 
clients  
alternative 
groups 
(OR 
groups are 
used less 
often) 
Cross-tree 
constraints 
very few 
relations, uses 
recommended 
relation 
not represented 
in feature 
model 
requires, 
excludes 
not 
represented 
in feature 
model 
very few 
cross-tree 
constraints; 
in the form of 
assertions 
expressed 
using 
Boolean 
expressions 
very few 
cross-tree 
constraints
; typically 
requires, 
conflicts, 
excludes, 
recommen
ds 
relations; 
single or 
sets of 
Boolean 
expression
s joined 
by 
AND/OR 
Table 6: Details on variability models: tools used, types of product-line artifacts, and variability- 
realization mechanisms 
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Variability 
Modelling 
and 
Realization 
Case study 1 
 
Case study 2 
 
Case study 3 
 
Case study 4 
 
Case study 5 
(GEARS) 
Case 
study 6 
(pure 
systems) 
Modularizatio
n of feature 
models 
1 feature model  not mentioned if 
multiple models 
are present; 
mentions details 
mainly 
regarding single 
feature model 
for clients 
1 feature model 
for clients until 
now 
1 top-level 
feature 
model, 1 
intermediate 
feature 
model; 
several lower-
level sub-
system 
feature 
models  
multiple sub-
system 
feature 
models for 
certain 
clients; uses 
feature 
profiles to 
configure 
multiple 
models 
mostly 
one 
feature 
model, 
except in 
one case 
with 
5000 
features 
in which 
the 
feature 
model is 
decompo
sed into 
1 super 
model 
and 50 
sub-
models; 
No 
indicatio
n that 
modulari
zation of 
feature 
models 
is used 
by the 
client 
compani
es 
Variability 
modelling and  
realization 
tools 
pure::variants  
 
CaptainFeature, 
EMF, an 
Eclipse plugin, 
XFramer 
 
pure::variants TeamCenter, 
Vector-EC, 
UML, 
Simulink, 
KDP 
configurator 
GEARS  pure::var
iants 
Feature data 
type, Attribute 
type 
95% Boolean 
features, a few 
string features; 
default values 
for features 
supported 
mainly Boolean 
features; default 
values not 
supported 
not explicitly 
mentioned; talks 
about features as 
a nice way of 
organizing 
Boolean 
configuration 
switches  
mainly 
Boolean 
features; 
integer 
features not 
supported 
mentions that 
all basic data 
types for 
features are 
supported by 
the tool, 
including 
integer, 
Boolean, 
float, and 
string; does 
not mention 
which of 
these are used 
often by 
clients 
mainly 
Boolean 
features; 
attributes 
are 
attached 
to 
features  
  
Table 6 (continued): Details on variability models: tools used, types of product-line artifacts, and 
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Variability 
Modelling 
and 
Realization 
Case study 1 
 
Case study 2 
 
Case study 3 
 
Case study 4 
 
Case study 5 
(GEARS) 
Case 
study 6 
(pure 
systems) 
Model 
evolution 
feature addition 
and removal 
feature addition details not 
available 
feature 
addition and 
refinement 
feature 
additions and 
refactoring 
details 
not 
available 
Mapping to 
artifacts 
pure::variants’ 
family 
model with 
complex 
conditions, 
feature 
Makefiles 
Java-based 
imperative 
scripts (within 
generator) 
no explicit 
mapping: 
informal 
links to relate 
feature models 
to DSL models 
informal text, 
or picture-
based 
annotations 
maintained 
in a 
proprietary 
database, in a 
separate 
Word 
document, or 
attached to 
design 
artifacts 
variation 
point logic; 
Boolean 
conditions 
pure::var
iants’ 
family 
model 
with 
simple 
Boolean 
conditio
ns 
Binding time static static static static, 
dynamic 
static, 
dynamic 
mostly 
static, 
dynamic 
too 
 
Table 6 (continued): Details on variability models: tools used, types of product-line artifacts, and 
variability-realization mechanisms 
 
B. Discussion of Benefits, Challenges and Recommendations 
All of the interviewees appreciate the better visualization and product-scoping capabilities that are 
realized as a result of adopting feature-based variability modelling as part of their product-line 
development. Most of the companies are able to better understand the product functionalities in ways that 
was not possible before. For example, after adopting feature modelling, the developers from company 1 
were able to identify duplicate implementations of certain functions and to easily understand code in 
terms of features. The developers from company 3 were able to identify which component(s) realized 
which feature(s). In addition, the interviewee from company 3 acknowledges the value of feature models 
in expressing certain kinds of variabilities. Product lining helped company 1 to considerably improve 
their quality of software, by reducing the number of critical bugs in their software. The interviewee from 
company 2 reported that feature-oriented product-line development helped his company’s developers to 
obtain a better understanding of the variable options. 
 
Despite the advantages achieved by product lining, company 1 currently faces four major challenges. 
The primary issue is the high level of skill and mindset changes required by the developers and architects 
to align their existing software-design and architecture-methods to support a 100% product-line platform. 
A positive direction in this regard would be to train developers and architects to think at an abstract level 
(similar to the product-line mindset described by Chen et al. [10]). This in turn, can help them to adapt 
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and accommodate variations in their development methods. Secondly, the product-line team has to 
expend a significant amount of effort checking the validity of newly added functionalities and ideas 
emerging from different development teams. The third challenge is that different levels of authority have 
difficulty reaching consensus regarding product-line decisions. This is a crucial concern that needs to be 
addressed, because it affects the longevity of their product line. The management issue could be 
improved by exploring (1) what major communication barriers exist between different divisions, (2) why 
the middle or product management has difficulty in accepting variability-related decisions, and (3) what 
methods or factors will help the product-line team to gain the necessary support from the managers. The 
fourth challenge is that product-line adoption prompted the developers to test components individually 
using unit testing, rather than testing products as a whole; this means that components must be 
encapsulated and tested in isolation for run-time environments. 
 
Company 4, being a large-scale company, also shares the above-mentioned challenges. In addition, the 
company’s management requires the developers to use a number of different tools. We were told that the 
developers look forward to an integrated end-to-end tool chain that manages variabilities and assists with 
automatic product derivation. We consider it important to address the scalability issues that company 4 
faces due to large numbers of variabilities and configurations in its product line, and the involvement of 
many development teams. From the perspective of this company’s interviewee, the organization does not 
see the value of using feature modelling for variability-configuration and realization activities; this 
observation is interesting because the interviewee said earlier that the developers in his company are 
working towards mapping the feature models to different product-line artifacts (e.g., components, 
Simulink models). Currently, their major concern is how to manage a large number of dependencies that 
exist between subsystems, and how to map the feature model to different artifacts (e.g., Simulink models, 
code artifacts), to help with product derivation. In this regard, our opinion is that feature modelling can 
assist the developers to some extent by expressing the intricate dependencies or constraints between 
features. Products can be automatically derived from these feature configurations, if appropriate 
mappings are established between the feature model and artifacts using a single flexible tool or a set of 
interoperable tools.  
 
The challenges experienced by companies 1 and 4 are less applicable to companies 2 and 3 because the 
latter are medium-scale consulting companies that own small product lines with relatively fewer features. 
The biggest challenge that company 2 currently faces is to have an adequate, cost-effective, single 
flexible tool or tool chain for variability that can provide better visualization, user interfacing, 
configuration, and evolution capabilities.  
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4.4 Threats to Validity 
Our results are solely dependent on the perspectives of the interviewees and the interview transcriptions, 
and are therefore subject to the usual validity threats in an interview-based qualitative study. The 
technical information provided by the interviewees is based on their memory, understanding, and 
experiences concerning the extent to which a particular practice is realized in their organizations (in 
particular, the estimations about the variability models). The interview from company 2 and one of the 
interviews (interview 1) from pure::variants were translated from German, and hence we had to rely on 
the translations of the quotations from these interviewees. Another main threat for this study is the 
limitation in the number of interviewees: one interviewee per company, except for pure::variants with 2 
interviewees. To compensate for this limitation, we carefully avoided any generalization of the interview 
results, and we did not consider the data provided by the interviewees as fully representative of their 
respective companies. We can only assure that the findings and trends hold with respect to the 
interviewees. In order to limit the scope of our study, we avoided some factors that could influence 
variability-modelling factors, such as economic or political aspects. As with any interview-based study, it 
is possible that we might have misinterpreted some interviewee responses, which could have affected our 
findings, compromising the reliability of our study. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions  
In this thesis, we have described the variability-modelling practices in industrial product lines using a 
qualitative study involving two empirical methods: a questionnaire-based survey and semi-structured 
interviews. We have investigated companies’ variability-modelling practices and experiences with the 
aim to gather information on (1) the methods and strategies used to create and manage variability 
models, (2) the tools and notations used for variability modelling, (3) the perceived value and challenges 
of variability modelling, and (4) the core characteristics of companies’ variability models. While the 
survey (35 responses) provided us with a preliminary record of industrial practices in variability 
modelling, the interviews (7 interviews) helped us to obtain a clear and detailed qualitative record of 
actual practices and of proprietary variability models.  
Our survey results show that variability models are often created by re-engineering existing products into 
a product line. We found that only a small number of our study participants chose the systematic pro-
active approach to product-line development; this finding suggests the need to channel product-line 
research towards processes, methods, strategies, and tools that are suitable for systematically re-
engineering existing systems into a product-line.  
 
Both survey and interview results indicate that developers use variability models for many purposes, 
such as the visualization of variabilities, configuration of products, and scoping of products. To construct 
variability models, the companies in our study use the top-down approach or the bottom-up approach 
reported in the SPL literature. However, without further investigation, we cannot establish which of these 
two methods is used most often or is most successful. All of the interviewees and the majority of survey 
participants indicated that they represent variability using separate variability models rather than 
annotative approaches. This finding signifies the relevance of the emerging OMG variability-modelling 
standard, the Common Variability Language (CVL) [48], which uses separate variability models. 
Although we observed both from survey and interviews that a high degree of heterogeneity exists in the 
notations and tools used by organizations for modelling and realizing variability, feature models and 
feature-based tools are the most common. We also saw huge differences in the sizes of variability models 
and their contents, which indicate that variability models can have different use cases depending on the 
organization; this suggests that variability-modelling tools need to satisfy varying requirements based on 
organizations’ interests. We found that the majority of our study participants prefer to limit the number 
of cross-tree dependencies in their variability models; reports from interviews suggest that this is a good 
practice because it helps the developers to maintain simple feature models that are easier to view and 
reason. 
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Both survey and interview results indicate that our study participants perceive the value of variability 
modelling and acknowledge the use of feature models. The majority of interviewees said that feature 
modelling has helped developers to better understand the product functionalities and variable options. 
However, reports from interviews suggest that variability modelling requires developers to have 
expertise in specific areas, such as the identification of features, construction of variability models, and 
configuration of variability models. In addition, a few of the interviewees mentioned that variability 
modelling and product-line adoption have forced developers to think in terms of a product-line scenario 
rather than a product-based scenario.  
The majority of our study participants reported complexity challenges that were related mainly to the 
visualization and evolution of variability models, and dependency management. In addition, two of the 
interviewees reported an organizational challenge that described the difficulty faced by the different 
levels of authority within their organizations to reach consensus in enforcing product-line decisions.  
Although our study is able to provide an insight into the variability-modelling tools, methods, and 
processes used by industrial organizations, further investigation is required to obtain a deeper 
understanding of the variability-related practices and issues. We believe that detailed artifact studies and 
analyses and more semi-structured interviews involving industrial employees will provide adequate 
empirical data to support our findings from survey and interviews. Such detailed efforts can, (1) benefit 
the SPL research community by identifying research topics that might eventually help to provide 
successful methodologies/approaches and valuable advice to product-line organizations; and (2) help tool 
vendors and process designers to make informed decisions about variability modelling. 
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A Snapshot of Survey Design using the SurveyGizmo tool [58] 
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  Appendix B  
Interview Guide  
 
Questions about personal experience in variability modelling and 
product-line adoption  
 
○ What is your experience and background with variability modelling? (1.1) 
○ What uses of variability modelling do you find most valuable? (1.2) 
○ In how many projects have you used it? (1.3) 
○ What kind of projects were that? (1.4) 
○ Which application domain? (1.5) 
○ What is/was your role in this project? (1.6) 
○ How many succeeded or failed? (1.7) 
○ What were the main reasons for the failure? (1.8) 
 
Questions about Modelling 
 
● applications 
○ What the variability models are used for (variability modelling, domain modelling 
(including commonality modelling), marketing features scoping, product derivation; 
modelling of variability in requirements, design/architecture, deployment, testing, HW, ...) 
(2.1) 
 
● unit of variability 
○ What kind of properties are captured as features/decisions? For example,, in the systems 
software domain, we identified project-specific, build, lifecycle, deployment, hardware 
environemnt, software environemnt, third-party (imported variability), external libraries, and 
test cases. (3.1) 
 
● orthogonality 
○ Are the VMs represented as separate models? (4.1) 
○ Criteria for decomposing into separate models? (4.2) 
 
● data types 
○ What data types are supported by the tool used and how frequent are the types used? E.g., 
Bool vs. String (Unicode?)/Int/Float (other basic types? date?), feature groups, collections, 
classifiers (5.1) 
 
● hierarchy 
○ Is it used? (6.1) 
○ How deep? Branching factor? (6.2) 
○ What’s the semantics? (e.g., child-parent presence implications, or just visibility induced?) 
(6.3) 
○ Visible in model and configuration? (6.4) 
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○ What are the criteria for creating hierarchy? Crosscutting vs. localized, cf. FM organization 
in the TSE paper (6.5) 
 
● dependencies and constraints 
○ What are constraints used for? (7.1) 
○ What is the expressiveness of the constraint language? Data types, operators (7.2) 
○ How complex are the actual constraints (expression size and number of features involved 
=> let’s reuse the metrics we have already used in the past (7.3) 
○ How many constraints compared to the number of features? (7.4) 
○ Is there need for constraints over classifiers (quantification over classifier instances)? (7.5) 
○ Who is writing these constraints? Is it easy to get them right (are there frequent mistakes)? 
(7.6) 
○ Is it sometimes hard to satisfy the constraints during configuration? (7.7) 
○ Support for fixed and computed defaults? What percentage of features have explicitly 
defined defaults? Is there a default default? Are there any challenges in setting up and using 
defaults? (7.8) 
○ How are constraint violations detected and resolved with the addition/deletion of features or 
variants (7.9) 
 
● mapping to artifacts 
○ Are other artifacts configured by the VMs? (traceability, actual derivation) (8.1) 
○ What are the types of these artifacts? e.g., Word documents, C files, UML models, test 
scripts, etc. (8.2) 
○ How are the mappings realized (annotative? compositional? generator scripts? etc.) (8.3) 
○ How are variation points realized (e.g., OO design patterns, config variables, preprocessor, 
etc.) (8.4) 
 
● binding time and mode 
○ Is binding time/mode modelled in the VM? What times and modes are supported? Is 
minding mode parameterized? (9.1) 
○ How is binding time/mode technically realized? (9.2) 
○ How are conflicts in the binding times of variants resolved (staged configuration?) (9.3) 
 
● modularity 
○ Are VMs divided into smaller chunks? (10.1) 
○ What is the mechanism used? (10.2) 
○ Is there a notion of an interface? (10.3) 
○ What are the decomposition criteria? (10.4) 
○ Are there any composition techniques supported? (e.g., reparenting, merging, etc.) (10.5) 
○ Are views supported? (10.6) 
○ Staged and multi-level configuration? (10.7) 
○ Workflow-based configuration? Role-based access to the models? (10.8) 
○ Cooperative configuration? Are there several roles involved? (10.9) 
 
● tool aspects 
○ Are there any commercial VM tools used (Gears, pure::variants)? (11.1) 
○ If no commercial tools,what tools are used? (11.2) 
○ Rationale for tool choice (11.3) 
○ Does the tool support derviation process? Other product configurators? (11.4) 
○ Home-grown tools? (11.5) 
○ Spreadsheets, mind-maps? (11.6) 
○ What tools are used in the early phases of VM? (11.7) 
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○ What other tools the VM tolling integrates with? e.g., Doors plugin, build scripts, etc. (11.8) 
 
● Granularity for representing variations 
○ For each abstraction stage (design, architecture, implementation), what is the required level 
of granularity (detail) to represent variations (eg: fine-grained functions Vs coarse-grained 
functions)? (12.1) 
○ criteria for not decomposing further (12.1) 
 
 
 
● Variability Evolution Management 
○ How companies managed to maintain updations (evolutions) in architecture to cope up with 
functional growth, cost cutting, h/w adaptations, and so on? (13.1) 
○ Are these architecture evolution decisions mainly driven by non-functional requirements? 
(13.2) 
○ What are the different evolution mechanisms and methods used (merging, cloning, linear 
evolution etc.) (13.3) 
 
● Types of variability 
○ What common types of variabilities are often modelled by companies or are of interest to 
companies (behaviour variability, data type variability, attribute variability, non-functional 
variability, fault based variability etc.) (14.1) 
 
Process questions 
 
● introducing PL and VM 
○ Which PL approach: proactive, reactive, refactorive (15.1) 
○ How are VMs created? e.g., in variability modelling workshops, by reverse engineering 
from existing products, … (15.2) 
 
● creating process 
○ Who are the involved roles and what are their responsibilities (creating, updating, reading, 
configuring, etc.)? (16.1) 
○ Are there view-specific VMs (e.g., marketing, functional requirements, systems 
architecture, deployment, HW, etc.)? (16.2) 
○ How are these related? (16.3) 
○ How is the traceability and consistency managed among these views? (16.4) 
○ What the key challenges in adopting, creating, and maintaining VMs? (16.5) 
 
● evolution of models 
○ How are the models evolved? (17.1) 
○ What is the relationship between CM and VM? (17.2) 
○ How is staging handled (products in maintenance, current products, future 
products)? Quality assurance vs. product evolution/development? (17.3) 
○ How versioning fits in? (17.4) 
○ Traceability of features across product evolution? (17.5) 
○ Do you refactor VMs? (17.6) 
○ How do you assure the correctness of refactoring?(part of question on evolution) (17.7) 
 
● finding features 
○ How do you identify features? (18.1) 
○ How/Where to define granularity of artifacts and their assignment to features? (18.2) 
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● sizes 
○ How large do you models get?( size in the number of features?) (19.1) 
○ what is the number of divided products? (the number of products? other?) (19.2) 
○ How do you manage large models? (19.3) 
 
● process interaction 
○ How VM processes interact with other development processes? e.g., requirements 
engineering, system design, testing, deployment, etc. (20.1) 
○ How formalized is the VM process? (20.2)  
● What is the type of product structure development adopted by companies (integration 
based: central platform and systems/subsystems deployed on the platform, compositional 
based: distributed teams owning platforms)? (21.1) 
● Is traceability of variations supported, if so, what are the methods/mechanisms adopted 
to trace variations within models/artifacts in an abstraction stage and between artifacts at 
different abstraction stages? (21.2) 
 
Problems/Perception 
 
• Problems/Challenges in adopting, creating, and maintaining models? (e.g., 
management needs to convince developers, additional work, inconsistencies, organizational 
structure) (22.1) 
 
• How to manage large models? (22.2) 
 
• Benefit of variability modelling/product-line adoption (22.3) 
o Developers/Managers happy? 
o Improvement or setback in productivity? How much? 
o       Biggest value of VM (making things visible, explicit dependencies, configuration,  
      avoid duplicates, improve quality)? 
o Time-to-market influenced? 
 
 Any final remarks? Any PL-related problems not yet solved? (22.4) 
 
